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Jesuits
discuss
next

pope
Religious scholars
shed light on lack
of Jesuit candidates
for next pontiff
By Lauren

Crowne
For The Heights
HEIGHTS PHOTOS / LINDSAY MORTON

Members of the Boston College community gatheredfor a memorial service in memory of Pope John Paul II on Monday where University President Rev. William R Leahy, S.J., addressed the crowd.

A pope of the people
Memorial service,
mass remember Pope
John Paul II

"The popehad such an impact over
a long period of time, even before I was
born," said Dan Trovato, A&S '06. "He

the foundation for everything that
affects me today."
Many others shared this sentiment,
as hundreds turned out for the noontime
service despite the short notice and
classes.
"It's comforting to be in community
together, to see this andknow the church
is not going to go away because ofthis,"
said Huntley.
"I don'tknow ifeveryone there was
Catholic, but it seems that everybody
has a deep respect for who he was and
what he did and what he stood for, not
set

By Lai-Yan Tang and David Benoit

Heights Editors
The Boston College community
gathered twice on Monday to honor and
remember Pope JohnPaul 11.A memorial
service and an eveniing mass brought
mourner together.
At noon, the students thatnormally
scurry through O'Neill Plaza to get to
class instead stood still, lining the stairs
to rememberthe late pontiff.
"To be honest, I miss the Holy Father," said Danielle Huntley, A&S '06.
"Already, there's a big hole."

People signed a memorial book expressingtheir condolences and feelings about the pope's death

See Memorial, A4

Rally postponed Pope's death close to home
experience
Students abroad
until next Friday effects of the pontiff's death
in Rome

By Carolyn

Mattus

News Editor
The "Rally for Equality"
and student strike in support of
includingsexual orientation in the
University's nondiscrimination
clause has been postponed until
noonon April 15 out ofrespect for
Pope JohnPaul 11, whose funeral
takes place in Rome tomorrow.
"It was very much so a student group decision to postpone
the rally," said Mike Yaksich,
director of GLBT Issues for the
Undergraduate Government of
Boston College and A&S '05.
"We wanted to give space
and time for people to reflect on

and mourn the pope's death,"
said Nick Salter, A&S '07, one
of the students involved in the

By

movement.

ROME The deathof Pope John
Paul II spread around the world
through television, newspapers,
radio, and the Internet. While the
world watchedthrough the media's
eyes as the scenes unfolded surroundingPope John Paul II and the
upcoming conclave, a handful of
students got their news by walking
down the street.
Living a short walkfrom the
Vatican, Valeric Ferrara, CSOM
'06, and her roommates rushed
down to the scene upon hearing
news of the pope's deathclose to
10p.m. local time.
?

The "Gay? Fine By Me" Tshirt campaignhas also been postponed until April 15, which coincides with the rally and strike.
Students have spent several
weeks organizing both the rally
and the strike, encouraging students not to attend classes all day
and to gather in the Dustbowl as
a sign of support for the inclusion
ofsexual orientation in the nondiscriminationclause.
"We're in a full-fledged stu-

See Rally, A4

Colleen Crowley
For The Heights

Monan tracks BC alterations
Chancellor recalls
upward progress of
University
Smeallie
Assoc. News Editor

By Kyle

In 1972, Boston College
had all the makings of a failing
institution.
With the tumultuous 1960s
still reverberating on campus, the
social communitywas frayed. The
school was also facing financial
crisis, with a growing debt of over
$30 million and only $6 million
saved in endowment. Finally, the
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Catholic Church was undergoing triedto take a whole series ofvery
an ideological shift, shaking the good companies and figure out
theological foundation that had why some of them stayed put, and
definedBC for overa century.
some climbed to greatness," said
As a result of the growing Monan on Jim Collins'book.
Monan said he wasn't implyproblems, the Board of Trustees
promoted Rev. J. Donald Monan, ing that BC was once good, and
S.J., to universitypresident.
now it is great; he instead said the
Monan, now University book providedaframeworkfor his
Chancellor,recounted these events discussion.
and BC's transformation from
The success story, he said, had
a regional institution with an to begin with solving the financial
uncertain future to a national unisituation.
versity during his 24-year tenure
"The problems were very
as president.
real, but they were clear, andthere
Monan used Good to Great: was obviouslylogic to them," said
Why Some Companies Make the Monan. "Unless we solved the
Leap... andOthers Don't asa metSee Monan, A 4
aphorof the school's success. "He

"The energy in the air had
changed," she said. "Peoplewere
attempting to grasp what had just
happened, and at the same time
paying tribute."
Leigh Sutcliffe, LSOE '06,
witnessed the throngs who gathered to keep vigil.
"We could barely squeeze
through the crowdtowardsto front
of the square, but were able to see
anyway due to the huge screen
they had all over," said Sutcliffe,
in an e-mail. "There were people
from all aroundthe worldpresent,
holding their differenet countires

flags, being interviewed by news

Cardinals, who will select John

Paul IPs successor in their secret
conclave beginning on April 18.
"I hopethe next popeis a holy
but practically-minded man who
will help transformofficial teaching into a living culture of love,"
said Rev. Ronald Tacelli, S.J., associateprofessor in thephilosophy
department.
"It would be almost impossible to find another John Paul
11. But the Church may not need
another right now. The one God
wants will, in that sense, be a
'worthyreplacement.'"
McNellis said the next pope
could learn from the example the
late pontiff set.

reporters, and crying."

The loud crowd grewsilent as

Progress during
Monan tenure

- Endowmentfunds
increased from $6 million
in 1972 to $600 million in
1996
- Number of buildings on
campus increased from
54 structures to 90 from
1972-1996

- University became
a residential college,
accomodating 8,000
students

- 32 years of a balanced

budget since 1972

HEIGHTS GRAPHIC/ SONNY FABBRI

Tennis teams hit
the road on top

Award-winning
Foer appears

The men's and women's
tennis teams have been
tearing up the courts on
their way to long road trips.

Jonathan Safran Foer, author
of Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close, visits BC
tonight for a reading.

Sports | B8

the bells began to toll and people
struggled with whatto do next.
"To think that I was in the
crowd one week to see the pope
for Easter Mass and the next one
to mourn his death has made it a
week I am sure I will remember
for the rest ofmy life," said Becky
Murray, CSOM '06.
As preparations are being
made for the funeral, to be held
at St. Peter's Basilica tomorrow
morning, thousands more continue to flood the streets near the
Vatican. The wake, held earlier
this week, allowedvisitorsto view
the pope's body in state inside St.
Peter's. Despite the long lines,
Lisa Scansaroli, A&S '06, took
advantage of the opportunity.
"We had to wait in line for

Will the nextpopebe a Jesuit?
Not impossible, but the chances
are slim due to present circumstances, according to Boston College theologians.
"Jesuits have the strong tradition of serving the Church but
not seeking to do so in the role of
bishop, so there isn't much push
among us for a Jesuit to become
pope," said Rev. Gary Gurtler,
S.J.
Rev. Paul McNellis, S.J.,
adjunct assistant professor in the
philosophydepartment, said Jesuits, who are generallyknown as the
progressive sect of Catholicism,
may make othersects nervous.
"Perhaps we're not sufficiently qualified or trusted," he
said. "There are not that many Jesuit bishops, and they tend to have
more pastoral experience. There
might also be a fear that a Jesuit
as pope might not be sufficiently
independent of the influence of
other Jesuits."
Jesuitor not, the search is underway for the next pope,who will
have large shoes to fill, left empty
by the late JohnPaul 11.
While people continue to
mourn, historians, political commentators, and theologians alike
have their eyes on the College of

The Scene | C6

See Rome, A5

See Jesuits, A5

Israeli students seek
to alter perceptions
Neil Johnson
Heights Staff

By

The Israeli-Palestinianbattle
is distant to Americans. CNN
shows a car bombing and Fox
shows a gun-battle, but the dayto-day struggles remainremote to
the averageperson.
Israel at Heart, an international group concerned with the
well being of Israel, is trying to
change the portrayal by sending
delegates from the area to speak
across the United States and other
parts of the world.

Three volunteers from the
group, who had first-hand experience of the conflict, visited
yesterday, speaking to a crowded
Fulton 230.
Three young adults, Uri Lenger, Sarit Hacohen, and Shoshi gave
brief speeches about their lives in
Israel andthe Israeli army, and answered numerous questions from
the audience.
On its Web site, Israel at
Heart describes itself as a group
that "brings the real faces and

See Israel, A 5

Reality shows

reel in alumni
Television's range ofreality
shows has attracted many
alums to try their hand at
games and challenges.
Features | B1

The

A2

News & Notes
ON CAMPUS

Undergrad research journal to debut
The first-ever undergraduate research journal, Elements, will
debut in mid-April, according to the Boston College Chronicle.
The first issue, createdby a staffof20 undergraduates, will contain
nine student-producedresearch papers covering topics such as teen
pregnancy, mental health among Asians, the poetry of Stephane
Mallarme, and European currency and oil prices. Over 40 papers
were considered, keeping the staff busy all semester selecting the
best submissions. "It's something that was really needed on this
campus," said Greg Wiles, editor-in-chief and A&S '06. "Research
is essential to one's intellectual development and it's important for
a university to have a showcase for that."

LOCAL

Cop in jailfor stalking ex-girlfriend
Brookline police officer Steven Kaplan is in jailafter two runins with othercops in three months, accordingto the BrooklineTAB.
Kaplan, 43, was arrested on March 27 after refusing to surrender
to police for charges of violation of a restraining order by his exgirlfriend.He was also in trouble in early January, when complaint
calls against him resulted in charges of disturbing thepeace, making
domestic threats, and malicious destruction of property. "A lot of
people spent a lot of time on this," said Framingham Police Lt.
VincentAlfano. "He tied up two police departmentswith this. He's
kind of getting to be a tax on ourresources."

Newton wins historic property battle
A state appeals court confirmedNewton's right to classify a 125-year-old Newton Corner house as one of its 14 historic landmarks,
according to the Newton TAB. This ruling gives more power to
the cities in determining which buildings they want designated as
"historic." M & P Partners purchased the contested property a decade
ago with the intentions of converting it into a parking lot, but soon
realized the backlash the decision would receive and decided to
renovate it and put it on themarket.The community retaliatedanyway
and organized to restrict the developer'srights. In November 2001,
the Newton Historic Commission designated the house a historic
landmark. M & P Partners took the case to court, but the state appeals
ruled in Newton'sfavor.

UNIVERSITIES

Students stage same-sex weddings
University ofMissouri students are making their own stand for
same-sex marriage, planning a political rally next week featuring
mock same-sex weddings, according to The Maneater. Members of
the Mizzou Students for Gay and Lesbian Equality want to put a face
on their movement for the university's Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgender Pride Month. "The main part of it is to grab attention
and give people an outlet to show support for LGBT," said cofounder Kevin Hallgren. "We're going to try to have fun with it."
Similar to many states, Missouri voters passed an amendment to ban
same-sex marriagein the 2004 elections.Such decisions spurred the
student's efforts to organizethroughletter-writing andotherlobbying
techniques.

Jury finds Harvard did not use bias
A federal juryfound thatHarvard University didnot discriminate
against a black assistant librarian who claimed that her gender and
race preventedherfrom promotion,according to TheBoston Globe.
Desiree Goodwin, 40, accusedHarvardof discrimination becauseshe
was toldshe was justa "pretty girl" and dressedtoo provocativelyto
moveup in theranks. After a two-weektrialfollowed by a half-a-day
deliberation,Boston jurorsrejected her allegationthat, because she
wasblack and female, she was bypassedfor 16 promotions. Goodwin,
a Cornell University graduate who holds two masters degrees, was
disappointedwith the verdictbut is committedto keep workinghard.
"At least I stood up for myself," she said.

NATION

'Minutemen' reduce immigrant flow
Arizona volunteers, spread throughout the Arizona-Mexico
border, have teamed up with U.S. Border Patrol officers to stop
immigrants from illegallyentering the United States, according to
The WashingtonPost. Theirefforts have alreadyproven to fortify one
the most porousborders in the nation, with officials reporting a sharp
drop in immigrantapprehensions. The "Minutemen" cannot legally
arrest any border crossers, but they are armed with walkie-talkies
and binoculars, and can radio to border patrol upon seeing border
jumpers.Though President Bush has labeled theMinutemen project
as "vigilante"and Mexican President Vicente Fox has called them
"immigranthunters," volunteershave saidthat they have "completely
locked down the border."

FBI pushing for more search powers
The FBI asked lawmakers to expand the bureau's capacity to
obtainrecords withoutpriorapprovalfrom a judgeTuesday,according
to MSNBC. Director Robert Mueller, along with Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales, is also seeking to renew 15 temporary provisions
from the Patriot Act, which are set to expirein December.Gonzales
told the Senate Judiciary Committee that some of the most divisive
provisions from the act have proven invaluable in anti-terrorism
efforts. On the same day Gonzales spoke, Senators Larry Craig (RIdaho)and Dick Durbin(D-Ill.) announced that theywill reintroduce
legislation designedto curb parts of the Patriot Act, which they said
went too far.

CORRECTIONS
? Due to an editing error, thepicture ofsenior Joe Martinez
on B1 was mistakenly creditedto Lindsay Morton. It was taken
by Nick Tarnoff
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f'Blogers ind digital diaries
self-expressive, all-comsuming
ByK. OanhHa
San JoseMercury News

Blogs have become a fixture
on the Internet landscape, with 14
new ones created every minute,
Amy Shermanrecently woke according to Technorati, which
up at 4 a.m. in a panic. Why wasn't tracks nearly 7 million blogs.
her food blog getting as much traf"Blog" was the most looked-up
fic as others?
word at Merriam-Webster's dic"I daydream about the blog tionary Web site last year.
I worry
throughout the day
Manyblogs area chronicle of
about it at night. 1 sometimes put experiences and feelings. Others
as much energy into it as my job," focus on a topic - sports, food,
said Sherman, 40, a self-employed hobbies, politics, pets.
marketingconsultant in San FranFor most people, blogs are
cisco who makes no money from a healthy means of self-expresher blog, Cooking With Amy.
sion and validation, said Boston
Sherman and many others psychologist John Grohol, who
who publish the online journals studies online behavior. Most
known as Weblogs, or "blogs" for digital diarists find gratificationin
short, have discovered the addicconnectingwithreaders. Some feel
tive nature ofblogging. What starts the need to apologize to readers if
out as a hobby for somecan endup they have not updated enough.
But blogging can become so
permeating their lives and minds.
Some of the diarists post reall-consumingthatit overshadows
peatedlythroughout the day, juggle reality. "They spend enormous
several blogs, and feel anxious if amounts of time blogging rather
they don't write. Most dedicated than living,"Grohol said.
The blogosphere was abuzz
bloggers say the endeavorhas enriched their lives, but some worry in January after Justin Hall, a Los
aboutfinding balance andkeeping Angeles Internet junkie, posted a
theirobsession in check.
video ofhimselfhaving a self-de"There is a narcotic quality scribed"breakdown."In a wrenchto it," said Anil Dash, a prominent ing 10-minute video, Hall, who
has kept an online journal for 11
29-year-oldSanFrancisco technology blogger. "The more you post, years, cries and agonizes whether
the more readers you get. It's easy he has lived too much of his life
for people to get sucked into it."
virtually.
San Jose, Calif., blogger Ra"I think the Web makes me
chel Pottol, who writes about life not alone," said Hall, 30, in his
with toddlers, constantly composes video entry. "I feed it my intimablog posts in her headfor her site cies, and the Web is my constant
As she goes through her day, the connection to something larger
26-year-oldmakes mentalnotes of than myself."
good fodder: her daughterbeing
Amongbloggers, addictionis
entranced by the "Happy Birtha running joke. One even offered
day" song, her arguments with her a checklist: "You are addicted to
husband, her work as a mother's blogging if you answer 'yes' to at
helper. She set up Internet access least 3 ofthefollowing questions,"
on her cell phone just so she can Joi Ito,a Japaneseventure capitalcheck e-mail hourly for reader ist with Silicon Valley ties, wrote
comments.
on his blog (joi.ito.com).
"It's a way for me to connect
"Do you think about everywith other moms," she said. "I thing in terms of whether it will
feel like it's my job to keep these make a good blog entry? Do you
people entertained."
keep your computer in standby

...

mode beside your bed and wake
up at 2 a.m. to blog? Do you skip
lunch and blog instead?"
Dave Pell, a San Francisco angelinvestor,fits thebill. He juggles
three blogs - one about technology, another about politics, and a
thirdabout, well, blogs.Addiction,
he said, is the only explanationfor
why he started the latest, the Blog
Blog, and posts more than a dozen
times a day. "It's involuntary for
me at this point. It's a part ofwho
1 am."
Pell, 38, said heattends events
he might otherwisepass up - so he
can blog about them."lt's about
ego, in a way," said Pell, whose
blogs draw 250,000 page views
a month. "A few thousand people
might read your take on something. It's pretty empowering."
For some, keeping a blog
subtly colors every aspect of life.
Renee Blodgett carries a digital
camera wherever she goes to
capture images for Down the Avenue, which mixes notes on San
Francisco, technology, and poetry.
She walkedinto a caferecently and
caught herself paying attention to
the colors, sounds, and people. "I
was thinking how I could turn it
into a post," said Blodgett, who is
in her mid-30s. "Before, I'd justsit
down, have my bowl of soup and
zone out."
For Sherman, her blogging
obsession is tied into sharing her
food passion with others. When
she went on a three-weekMexican
vacationin December, she planned
her family's itinerary around getting to an Internet cafe.
"When I'm on vacation, I
fear I'll losevisitors or people will
forget about me," Sherman said.
"I feel a sense of responsibility. I
have areadership, a public, people
who care if I stop writing. That
drives me."
(c) 2005, San JoseMercury News
Distributed by KRT.

Police Blotter
3/31/05

- 4/3/05

Thursday, March 31

Friday, April 1

Saturday, April 2

3:26p.m. - Three students reported
items stolen from their room over
Easter break.

12:34 p.m. - Students were protesting without permission from
ODSD. One student left to gain
permission and the others were
cleared without incident.

12:06 p.m. - The investigation of
a suspicious person matched the
description ofa femalewanted for
thefts from Devlin Hall. She was
located, identified, and arrestedfor
larceny from a building.

4:14 p.m. - Non-University personnel were soliciting in O'Neill
Plaza. They were identified and
advised of BC policies regarding
this type of activity. All parties
were given trespass warnings and
were escortedfrom the area.
8:41 p.m. - A BC ID and two false
driver's licenses were confiscated
fromBC students by theBrookline
Police. Criminal charges may be
filed by BPD.
10:19 p.m. - Two underaged intoxicated non-BC students were
found in Cushing Hall. They were
examined and transported to the
hospital.
10:49 p.m. - A student sustained
an elbow to the head while playing basketball at the Plex. After
first aid he was transported to the
hospitalby ambulance.

3:25 p.m. - A pocketbook grab
was witnessedby a gate attendant. 6:18 p.m. - BCPD assisted the
Several officers responded. After Newton PD with four male BC
a brief foot chase the suspect was students who they stopped off
apprehended.Further investigation campus. The students were wearrevealed that it was a prank. The ing T-shirts and diapers and were
students involved were identified observed running through the
and writtenup.
neighborhood. They explained
that they had lost a bet and were
5:38 p.m.-Two suspects attemptrequired to complete this stunt as
ed to bring alcohol intoDuchesne payback. The males were sent on
Hall. One non-BC student was theirway.
arrestedand charged with being a
minorinpossessionofalcohol.He Sunday, April 3
also had a court-ordered warrant
for his arrest.
1:23 a.m. - An underage intoxicated male was walking in the
7:48 p.m. - An individual was middleof theroad by Walsh Hall.
uncooperative and in possession He had no shirt on and his pants
ofalcohol.The party was arrested kept falling down, causing him to
for being a minor in possession of exposehimself. He also hadminor
alcohol and possession of a class lacerations,possibly from falling.
"D" substance.
The party was takento the hospital
by ambulance. A false Massachusetts license was confiscated.
?Source: TheBoston CollegePolice Department

Voices from the Dustbowl
Q: What is the best thing about spring in Boston?
By Ashley Marie Hazelwood

"The change in
weather."
?Maximilian
Spencer, A&S '08

"Being able to play
outside after an in-

credibly long win-

"The Charles River."
Angelique
Hrycko, A&S '08

?

"Going to Fenway
Park on a beautiful
day."

ter."
Kat Sullivan,
CSOM '08
?

Jake Holbrook,
CSOM '07

?
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Movie, panel shed light on domestic violence
Lai-Yan Tang
Asst. News Editor

By

In an effort to educate men and
women about domestic violence during
C.A.R.E. week, the Peer Education Network showed Terror at Home:Domestic
Violence in America, followed by a panel
discussion about availableresources and
activists groups.
The documentary, which featured
seven women's paths to breaking free
from abusive relationships, left some in
tears and others shocked.
"If you're not the victim of sexual
violence or domestic violence yourself,
you will be, or you will come in contact
with someone very close to you who is,"
said Sgt. Frederick Winslowof theBoston
CollegePolice Department (BCPD). "One
in three women will come in contact with
domestic violence at some point in their
life. If we have a populationof 8,600 undergraduateshere, 52 percent ofwhich are
women, we have a tremendousamount of
victims here at BC."
Representatives from various activists groups,BCPD, andthe SexualAssault
Network(SANet) explainedtheirservices
andoffered advice. They focused on practical measures that students can take to

stand up against violence, such as education, practicing confrontation, or sending
letters to government officials.
Two representatives from the Mentors in Violence Prevention (MVP), an
education and empowerment program
developed at Northeastern University,
focused on the everyday signs of abuse
and simple ways to stop it. They stressed
awareness of the prevalence of abusive
languagein pop music and recommended
distracting potential situations by asking
for the time, or making a phone call.
"One in four college women are attempted to be raped or are raped," said
AmberKilian of MVP. "If we work together, we can end this."
Paul Chebator, head of the Sexual
Assault Network (SANet) and associate
deanofthe OfficeofStudent Development
(ODSD), also implored students to inform
and educate each other. "I'm frustrated at
the rate of reporting on this campus, and
I'masking youfolks to get theword out,"
he said. "Help us do our job." SANet is
currently looking to train students from
May 18-20for their 24-hour hotline.
Mary Lauby, the directorof Jane Doe,
Inc., the Massachusetts Coalition Against
Sexual Assault and Domestic Violence,
addressedthe politicalandfinancial aspect

HEIGHTS PHOTO / LINDSAY MORTON

Six representatives from activists groups, BCPD, and the Sexual Assault Network spoke to
students last night about the importance of domestic violence education and action.
ofthese movements. In thelastthree years,
15 percent of funding for victims of abuse
has been cut, and the current nationalbudget calls for eliminationof the reserve in
theVictim ofCrimeActs fund.
Lauby urged students to write to congressmen and senators to bring more attentionto these issues. "Write to them and

say, 'What are you doing to end violence
against women, and are you supporting
this?'" she said.
Two questions were askedregarding
educating men about the magnitude of
violence against women.
Laubyacknowledgedthe lackofeducation aimed towardmen in thepast. "We

UGBC

have spent so much time putting bodies
back together that we didn't spend enough
time with men," she said.
The panelists encouraged openness
and confrontation. "When we go into the
locker room, we're gonna say, 'Did you
get some, did you hit it, did you screw
her?'" said Antonio Arrentel from MVP,
in describingthe pervasivenessofviolent
terminology. "We needto talk to other men
and say, 'Yo, speak against this.'"
"Men want to test to see how far
they can get away," said Scot Pherson,
chairperson of the Boston chapter of the
National Organization of Men Against
Sexism, who focused on the importance
of peer relationships and openness. "We
need to telleach other that it's not OK,
this is not how it works, and this will not
be tolerated."
Constant communication between
victims andconcernedbystanders was also
stressed. While many victims deny any
problems of abuse, thepanelists suggested
persistence and a listening ear. "You never
knowwhen you're thepersonwho's going
to make the difference," said Lauby.
The documentary will be shown
again tonight in Devlin 227 at 7 p.m.,
followed by a similar panelwith different
representatives.

More perks for
full year interns

departments.Aperson who is very
active and aggressive should have
a very successful outcome."
BLACKSBURG, Va.
Summer
Career Services offers paid
always seems to come to mind and un-paid internships and cowhen thinking about an intern- ops. There are many benefits to an
ship.
internship even if it is unpaid.
But did you know that in"It certainly enhances skills
ternships are available during the and communication ability. Gainschool year? Although taking on ing real world experience and
the extra work of an internship learning the ins and outs of a
may seem like a heavy load, ittruly corporation are great things to
have. It's a great way to test your
is worth the experience.
Participatingin an internship decisions and see if that's what
in general has an infinite number youreally want to do," Herrmann
of benefits, but doingit during the said.
school year definitely has major
According to the latest National Association of Colleges
perks.
According to Pam Herrmann, and Employers survey, more than
assistant director of experiential 80 percent of employers indicated
education at Career Services at all of their new hires had done an
VirginiaTech, "The biggest benefit internship or co-op.
is thatmany employerswouldlike
"The biggest benefit of an
to have a student that will be with internship andco-op is that it could
themfor a long period of time. If turn into afull-time position," Herthe student does a co-op or internrmann said.
HEIGHTSPHOTOS / LINDSAY MORTON
ship during the school year they
Approximately 650 students
Campus
A&S
CSOM
UGBC
Cabinet
Nauman,
'06,
Howe,
'06,
president
president,
respectively,
Upper
applicants.
Ben
and Luke
vice
and
trekked to
to attract
will be there five or six months are participating in both paid and
longer than a summer internship, unpaid internships through the
it gives the student more time to Career Services program.
But thereare otherways to get
develop the skills employers are
lookingfor."
internshipsand co-ops,too. InternSummer internships are more ships that earn academic credit
The director of student life
out by students than those can be set up through thedifferent
sought
communications, the director of
issues
University
occurring
during the school year. academic departments at Tech.
communications,
new
Atitaya Pratoomtong, junior
and the director of programming Companies are usually oversociology major and psychology
out
communications will be in charge whelmed with excessive comof promotion for their respective petitive applicants during the minor, is currently interning for
non-UGBC
departments and will help the summer, making it rather difficult Joel Jackson, a private attorney
UGBC stay together as a working for students to obtain an internship in downtownBlacksburg, Va., for
By Kyle Smeallie
academiccredit. She obtained the
during this time.
unit, said Howe.
Assoc. News Editor
The position of director of
"Students interested in fields internship through the department
community fund-raising will try that are more technical in nature of sociology.
The Luke Howe / Ben NauPratoomtong said her internto raise funds outside the student should consider participating in
man administrationhas changed
activitiesfee for theUGBC. A posa co-op to combine work and ship will be a beneficial experithe Undergraduate Government
ence.
sible summer commitmentwill be school," Herrmann said.
of Boston College (UGBC) ap"1 want to go to law school.
Different fields, however,
required, and strategic fund-raising
plication process and has added
initiatives are necessary.
require different skills; a summer It's a goodexperienceto see what
10 new positions in an effort to be
The directorof clubs, sports, internship may be the best fit for I'm getting into in the future. It's
inclusive of all students.
really openedmy eyes to what lawand activities will serve as a some students.
"There have been concerns Students talked to Howe and Nauman about the various Cabinet positions
liaison between various clubs,
Many students are confronted yersreally do, there's a lot ofwork
in the past that if you aren't part available for the 2005-2006 academic year. Applications are due Tuesday.
organizations,and club sports and with the difficult question of that people wouldn't expect that
of MLP [Mentor Leadership Prowhether they should intern in takes a lot of time and effort."
the UGBC.
tor will also establish a"know
When people think of interngram] or UGBC then you are have for the school," said Howe.
This person will also speak the summer or during the school
Other application changes your rights" campaign to educate on behalf of the clubs and orgaimmediately excluded for the
ships the image of a college stuyear.
next four years, but everyone is
include a question section where students.
nizationsto the administrationby
"It's important that students dent running to make the perfect
welcome to apply. We want new Howe encouraged applicants to
"Wefeel like students should working on a University calendar realize this and Career Services cup ofcoffee for the CEO usually
blood, new ideas, andfresh faces," be as creative as possible. Quesknow theirrights on campus, so we and a new system for reserving can help with this decision," Hercomes to mind. Pratoomtong said
said Howe, CSOM '06, who will tions include, "If you were the want to interact with the BCPD, rooms on campus.
rmann said.
this isn't the case.
be sworn in as president later this president of BC and you could Res Life, and BPD," said Howe.
Career Services offers intern"I do a lot of research, read
Finally, the director of cammonth.
change one thing, what would it
The senate liaison will serve pus entertainment will work exships in a wide variety of fields. case laws and draftbriefs. I have to
Howe and Nauman, A&S be and why?"
asan intermediary betweenthe extensively with the programming Herrmann explained, "We have work 120hours total, which works
'06, have been sending out e-mails
As well as spreading the ecutive and legislative branchesof council to organize campus enresources and services for various out to be eighthoursper week and I
word, Howe and Nauman have theUGBC. The position is aprodto RA and club listservs, putting
tertainment events such as movie students, but it's up to the student only earn three credits. If there are
up signs with a variety of slogans, added positions such as chief of uct ofmany students saying they nights, trivia nights, and small to go to Career Servicesand talkto court hearings during the week I
and going on dormwalks to spread intercollegiate affairs, director were unaware of their Senator's band performances.
a counselor tofind apossible co-op will go in an extra hour to be there
the word of the new UGBC opof students rights, and senate primary role.
Howe has also made some or internship for themselves."
for the hearing," she said.
Another position that Howe existing job descriptions more
portunities.
liaison.
Even though they do require a
Having a paid internship or
"We are using every means
Thechiefofintercollegiateafcharacterized as "very important," specific, allowingUGBC members one that provides course credit, lot oftimeand effort Pratoomtong
possible to get their attention, to fairs willbe BC's primarydelegate is the directorof Jesuitmission and to "set goals andmakesure they're are other variables students need said there is no replacement for
show students if they want to be to theBoston IntercollegiateGovto look at.
ministry executive staff.
accomplished."
real-world experience.
a part [of UGBC] they can," said ernment (BIG), a group designed
"I'm actuallygainingexperi"The director of Jesuit misThe applicants for all posi"Everyone chooses to intern
Howe.
to promote jointprogramming sion and ministry executive staff tions,new and old, will be selected during the summer, making it more ence in the workfield and not just
The new administrationhas betweenBoston area colleges.
will be working with the Jesuit by HoweandNauman and must be competitive. Students interested sitting in a classroom. Finding a
also asked interestedstudents their
Howesaidthathe is planning community,making sure that when approvedby the Senate.
in combining an internship into good employer will allow you to
favorite idea from the campaign to work through the chief of inter- we do things we rememberthat it
Howe said that he plans to the fall or spring will encounter apply what you learned in class at
season,regardless ofthe campaign collegiateaffairs to pool resources is a JesuitCatholicinstitution, and first appoint executivedirectorsfor a more reduced number, but the the job,"Pratoomtong explained.
from which it came.
and possibly hold a co-concert we want to try to fit in with that," each UGBC departmentand allow internships that Career Services "It's nice to get away from the
Howeadded thathe e-mailed at Boston University's Agganis saidHowe. "We have a greatgroup them to have input on the rest of has to offer are only those thatare classroom setting and do work, it
Arena next year.
Craig Dorsett, asking him if anyof Jesuits on campus, and we want the applicants.
usually paid because they come givesyou a glimpseintothe future
one from his staffwantedto apply
The directorof student rights to get students to better understand
Applications are due Tuesday in all shapes, sizes and colors." as to what you want to do."
will work with the Office of the who they are."
for a UGBC position.
to the UGBC Office on the second Herrmannsaid. "Studentsmust be
"We want to get a group of Dean of Student Developmentto
Three new positions will be floor of 21 Campanella Way. Poaware ofwhat they are gettinginto.
people that are really committed make legal counsel available to available in the communications sitions will be posted outside the Some can find (internships) for (c) 2005, The Collegiate Times.
and see whatkind of vision they all students ifneeded. The direcdepartment ofUGBC.
office by April 28.
academic credits through specific Distributed by U-WLRE.
By Rachel Teitelbaum
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Strike,

honor
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rally to
forge
unity

pope

Rally, from A1

Memorial,from AI

dent strike, and we've told people
not to go to class all day," said

Salter. "Some professors have
already cancelled classes and
moved tests so people can attend
the rally."
Salter said the rally's mood
For Eppich, the memorial
willbe thatof unity and solidarity
service evoked feelings from
in the cause as opposed to a politiWorld Youth Day 2002, where he
cal convention.
witnessedthe city ofToronto trans"We'll have balloons, beach
formed by the pope's presence.
and we can'thave music but
balls,
"One thing I felt at World
we'llhave guitars," said Salter. "It
YouthDay was that he calledeach
HEIGHTS PHOTO / NICKTARNOFF
will have much more of a festival
person to work the greatest good
University President Rev. William R Leahy, S.J., (center) presided over the memorial mass for Pope John Paul II in St. IgnatiusChurch on Mondaynight.
atmosphere than a traditional poin the world that you could," said
litical rally."
Eppich. "A lot of times you don't
The rally will feature three
zeal,
and compassion," said
think about that, but the service tegrity,
"The
and death John Paul can tell us a thing
who will address those
speakers,
to
honor
The
Mass
way
Leahy.
reminded me of that message and
"What finer
or two about annunciation, about listening and
no longer than three
gathered
him
than
to
rededicate
ourselves
Students
that
for
gathered
again
brought me back. [His death] rearMary. " to five minutes each.
ranged the perspective of my life to our own intellectual, spiritual, eveningfor a mass in St. Ignatius responding. He took to heart the example
and social endeavors, and in doChurch at 7 p.m.
The lineup will be comprised
and what was important."
of one student, one Jesuit, and one
Nineteen Jesuits were on the
Rev. JimErps, S.J., directorof ing so help make our world more
Rev. Paul Harman, S.J.,
professor.
just, more peaceful, and more altar for the mass, with Leahy
Campus Ministry, opened the serMary's
St.
rector
Followingthe speakers, those
John
and
Paul
Harman,
loving,
goalsfor
presiding
which
Paul
Rev.
vice by recalling the pope's wide
who
Paul
tell
two
attend the rally will particiangel
Mary's
S.J.,
by
II
workedall
his
life."
as
the
homilist.
the
Gabriel
and
can
us
a
or
thing
successes,
breadth of
such as being
to
in
a march through campus.
pate
annunciation,
His
reminded
them
the
mass
answer
God.
about
about
listenhomily
Leahy
began
by
to
thefirstpope visit a mosque,the
Salter said the full-out strike
of the pope's reaction to difficult praying for both the pope and
"Marywas a woman who got ing andresponding," said Harman.
first in centuries to enter a synagogue, and the first to meet with times, such as facing Nazism and for the entire Roman Catholic her life's purpose and meaningin "He took to heart the example of is necessaryto place a focus on the
cause and the reasons to change
listening and responding to God's Mary."
leadersofOrthodox Church since Communism, encouraging the Church.
the clause.
will."
said
in
his
After
the
students
and
homily.
crowd in this time of transition.
"You could feel the impact
Harman
mass
the schism of 1054.
not
"People need to take time
"We
should
not
be
afraid
or
overof
the
on
"She
is
full
of
because
a
pope
people's
grace
lives,"
community
signed
members
"He was an advocate for
out
from
ordinary activities and
of
weak
she
is
full
of
bookofremembranceforthe
Holy
obedience,
challenges,"
Leahy
thought
whelmed
with
said
said
afterward.
"I
peace, an advocatefor thepoorand
Father, hoping to leave a little reflect on this and be in solidarity
the developingworld,an advocate Leahy. "Live faith and be signs it was real prayerful and I'm glad grace because she is full of courwe were here."
age. She is full oflove."
piece of themselves for a legacy with gay and lesbian students on
for human rights," said Erps. "He of hope."
campus," he said.
The service inspired many
Harman's homily examined
He discussed the life of John the world will miss.
touched more people than anyone
Student organizers spread
"The singing was absolutely
students, helping them to draw the life of Mary and what she Paul andhis love ofMary,retelling
in the history of our planet."
word
oftherally and strike through
closure
on
the
life.
was
means
to
Catholics
around
the
1979
Boston
beautiful
and
was
well
pope's
everything
"It
the
visit to the
pope's
University President Rev.
e-mails
to student organizationlistworld,
Commons,
said
and
in
to
thepope.
where
he
directedhis
said
Nick
LSOE
very
powerful,"
Huntley.
particular
done,"
Larkin,
William J. Leahy, S.J., urged the
servs
and
on dorm walks handing
"It
who
the
JohnPaul
had
a
to
'07.
"ft
was
neat
to
see
really
captured
Holy
always
displayed
message
youth
really
to
not
the
andimplored
all
community use the time
only to reflect but to rededicate Father was, a man of the people deep devotion to the mother of them to choose Mary's "option the Jesuits come togetherwith the out fliers with a letteraddressed to
who truly cared and could hold Jesus, so Harman focused on the oflove."
BC community to commemorate all BC students.
themselves.
"We strike to uphold the
"The life and death of John the pope."
everyone in his presence."
story of the annunciation of Jesus
"His life was marked by inhuman dignity of every person,
regardless of his or her sexual
orientation,"saidthe letter written
by the student movement. "We do
not want to strike, but have been
forced down this path, since the
Monan, from AI
His changes fostered a leap from a continued requests by students
"We had a 109year history a very distinctive education that was
school to a nationallyrecognized and faculty for equal protection
heavily
byphilosophy and theology. That was something struggling
financial problem, we were never going to
university. By his retirement in 1996, BC from discrimination have been
our alumni always talked about"
get around to solvinglogistic issues."
had 24 straight years of a balanced budget. dismissed by the University. We
existing
over,
When he took
all
reserves
The endowment increased from $6 million strike because we have to."
were used to pay offthe increasing deficits.
to $600 million, and the formerly unranked
The strike and rally will be
University Chancellor Rev. J. Donald Monan, S.J.
This left the University entirely dependent
undergraduate school is now perennially a cancelled, however, pending a
on tuition, making eachyear an uncertainty. said. "Every community was affected by valuable, much more meaningful,andmuch top 40 institution. In addition, Monan spoke meeting today with University
"The threat of full scale bankruptcy was these types of pressures."
more urgent?"
about the origins ofBC prior to his arrival, General Counsel Joe Herlihy,
The widespread community distrust
Another factor specific to BC was saying that it has always been deeply conomnipresent," said Monan.
where he will offer a revised nonFacing this, Monan created a long- was especiallytroublingto Monan,who had the shifting definition of Catholicism. The nected to the history ofBoston.
discriminationclause approvedby
range fiscal planning group. A year later, taken pride in the strong sense ofBC culture. Vatican was beginning to open up to other
"We had a 109-year history of a very UniversityPresidentRev. William
in May 1973, the group used depreciation The national events had also triggered a religions, and alterationssuch as making the distinctive education that was heavily inP. Leahy, S.J.
accounting to balance the budget and had change in scholasticpriorities, with students formerLatin liturgies into thevernacular al- fluenced by philosophy and theology," said
"We want this to end tomorestablished a five-yearfinancial plan which questioning theirpresence in the classroom tered everyday Catholiclife. The changes in Monan. "That was something our alumni row," said Salter. "We hopewecan
is now over $ 1 billion.
with protests going on outside.
the Church began to affect the curriculum. always talked about."
reach an agreementthat recognizes
Increasingthe intensity oftheproblems
"The legitimate, very real concerns
With these student life problems in
In his current role as chancellor, Monan a need to offer the protection that
were the social issues that were fermenting about the
wereso strong thatstudents mind, Monan created an academic longsaid thathe has helpedkeep BC involved in gays and lesbians deserve while
around the country. "They were introducing found themselves caught in calamity," said range planning group.He also hired "highly theBoston business and civic communities. also beingfaithful to the Jesuitand
deep divisions within the campus, between Monan. "Was academic life really worth it, dedicated, talented people throughout the In his jobdescription, he stressedto have no Catholic tradition of this school."
the faculty and students, thefaculty and the or should they be out demonstrating, doing University," to address the pertinent isadministrative or executive responsibilities
administration, betweenyoung and old," he directsocial action, which was much more sues.
afterhis years as president.
evenon a religious level but on a

value level," said Louis Eppich,
A&S '08. "He was valuable to
the world."
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Study U.S. Foreign Policy L
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Policy
TheUniversity'sForeign
Elliott School of International Affairs will offer two,
U.S.

Institute at The George Washington

two-week and two, three-week academic programs this summer in
the heart of Washington, DC. Students will work with the Elliott
School's internationally reknowned faculty and the formal and
informal institutions that are crucial for U.S. foreign policy making.

*r*

Undergraduate Program:
July 11-22, 2005
(Plus July 25-29 for Journalism Program)
*j£ Graduate Program:

June 6-17,2005
(Plus June 20-24 for Journalism Program)
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OFF-CAMPUS.
SAME THING.
Know what's happening on campus or across the country
instantly. Every Nextel® phone comes with a built-in
walkie-talkie that lets you connect coast-to-coast
in under a second. And Two-Way Messaging access
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100 Cambridge Place
Cambridge, MA 02141

(617) 494-6004
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Group depicts state of Israeli life
Israel,from A1
stories of Israeli students who
completed their military service
and who are fluent in English to
college, campuses, communities,
and various organizations in the
U.S.A. and Canada."
Indeed, all three spoke English eloquently,with only the occasionaltrouble in comprehension
or expression.
"We were really impressed
with the turnout and all the questions students asked were intelligent," said Erin Craig, president
ofBC Hillel and A&S '05. "Promoting dialogueabout the middle
east is an important part of what
BC Hillel does on campus."
Lenger spoke of his life and
ancestry. His father had left Argentina, and he was from Tel
Aviv. He had joinedthe army as a
young man.
Hacohen had been born in
Jerusalem, and moved. She spoke
of a formative experience at university, where a friend was injured
in a bombing.
All three had served in parts
of the Israeli Army, and touched
briefly on it.
Lenger noted feeling compelled to fight because history
had showedhim that ifJews don't
defend themselves, no one will.
In her speech, Shoshi spoke
of her life, and touched on being
an Israeliteofcolor.
She later shared an anecdote
about being in a NewYork coffee
shop and speaking at length with
an apparently normal man.
She noticed a tattoo on his
back, and inquired about it - the
man showed it to her, noting that
the enormous "Hatred"written on
hisback was directedtoward Jews,
especially those from Israel.
After speaking to him for a

Next pope to face
global concerns

hit home in the Boston area - the
sexual abuse scandals.
"Recent scandals in the
"We in the West are still
building a culture of death and we Church of North America have
are exporting it," he said. "John made this particular Church lose
Paul II urged us to build a culture its moral authority," he said. "The
oflove and life, and I suspect that credibility of its ministers and
his successor will call us to this public representatives is being
questioned."
task as well."
Though there are 117 cardiWhile the next pope will
inevitably be compared to John nals eligiblefor the position and
Paul 11, Rev. Charles Onyango- themedia has named its favorites,
Oduke, S.J., said he has faith that the eventual successor will be unthe College ofCardinals willpick expected, said Onyango-Oduke.
someone able and qualified.
"It could be any of the 117
"Whoever will be elected will cardinals. Certainly not one who
beconsidered worthy," he said. "If has had ambition for the papacy,
we believe that Jesus Christ con- nor one who has been irresponin carrying
tinues to bepres"Recentscandals in the sible
ent in the mystiout his duties
North America as bishop," he
cal body of his Church
Church, then the have made this particular said.
Until the
Holy Spirit will
Church lose its moral cardinals come
guide the cardinals to elect the authority. The credibility to a decision,
kind of person
HEIGHTS PHOTO / LINDSAY MORTON
its ministers and public Christians will
theChurch needs
show their deSarit Hacohen, Shoshi, and Uri Lenger, from the Israel at Heart group, spoke on their past experiences in Israel.
representatives is being votion to a man
in our day."
who was "one
while longer, shefinally confessed parties."
about America, but noting that
Tacelli said
questioned"
that she was a Jew, leaving him
Anotherstudent asked whethAmerica has indeed been a great the next pope
of the greatest
spiritual leaders
baffled, surprised by her skin color er they believedthatany end to the ally to Israel.
should not only
Rev. Charles Onyango- andmoral teachand her prior kindness.
Another question asked how teach about the
conflict was coming, if one was
Oduke, S.J.
Instead of leaving, he continers ofthemodern
possible at all.
big a factor religion was in their faith, but also
era," according
ued talking to her, and took her to
The Israelis expressed hope lives, and their answers varied. help people live
dinnerat a Kosher restaurant.
that soon an ending could come, Uri, for instance, did not keep up to the expectations of God.
to the U.S. Senate in a unanimous
As they concluded their but talked about the times that Kosher, but Shoshi did.
"I want the nextpope to teach passing of a resolution.
Their time concluded after the full Gospel, the fullness of the
speeches, the audience began they had gotten their hopes up in
"Throughout her history, the
asking a number of questions that the past, only to see opportuniover an hour of speaking, but Faith, including all the parts that Church has had great popes and
varied in nature.
tiesfail.
make us realize how selfish and those who werecertainly less than
many lingered to ask them quesOne man asked their opinion
"1 am cautious with my optitions about their lives in Israel messedup we are; howfar we fall great," said McNellis.
afterward.
short of the life of love it's our
"For the last quarter century
of the death of Yassir Arafat, to mism," said Lenger.
we've seen what a greatone looks
Othernotable questions were
which they replied that they saw
The speakers are part ofabout vocation to live," said Tacelli.
it as a new source of hope and about American foreign policy, 30 Israeli students who are tourOnyango-Oduke noted John like. He was a great popebecause
he was a Christian through and
where Hacohen referenced Mipossibility.
ing U.S. colleges for the nexttwo Paul IPs successor will be chalweeks. The tripbegan Tuesday and lengedby many globalissues that through," he added. "That is also
They said that perhaps good chaelMoore's controversialFahrthingscould come with thischange, enheit 9/11 as something that will end April 17.
currently face theCatholic Church, what his successor needs to be: a
butalso noted that "there were no forcedher to question somethings
including an issue that recently true follower of Jesus Christ."
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historical
moment
Rome, from A1
11 hours but being that close to
the Pope was incredible," said
Scansaroli. "It was definitely an
emotional experience, with some
people singing hymns and leading prayers in Italian while others
recited therosary and chanted the
Pope's name."
For many students in Rome
who expected the normal study
abroad experience, the past week
has been somewhat of a whirlwind.
"With his death, there was
a clear mixture of emotion in
Rome," said Christina Conroy,
A&S '06.
"There was sadness, but also
a greaterappreciationand realization of this irreplaceableperson's
place in history," she continued.
"The millions of people coming
into the city each day is a testament to this."
"During the last few days
leading up to his death, I was
overwhelmedby the dedicationof
the crowd," said Valeric Ferrara,
CSOM '06.
"Thousands of people just
gazedup at thepope's living quarters with looks of desperation on
their faces, andmany even stayed
overnight. No one wanted to give
up on a man who had given so
much of himselfto better humanity."
The moment marked a historical pointin a history few get to
experience, said Scansaroli.
"Not many people have the
chance to experience something
likethis in their lifetime," she said.
"While it was sad, I feel extremely
fortunate to have witnessed it. I
nevercould have anticipatedhow I
felt when I saw him lying there."
"No words can do justice to
what we've seen," said Conroy.
"In the end, this incredible leader
of the Church, the world, and humanity, was justa man who started
out his life like you and me, and
lived his life to the absolutefullest. I never would have thought
that while I was abroad I wouldbe
witnessinghistory while spending
the night in St. Peter's Square."
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Name The Lizard Contest
It All Ends April 30th!

Enter a name you think best fits our lizard mascot byApril 30,2005.

There's 43 chances to win!

The grand prize winner will receive $10,000; Ist prize finalists will eachreceive $500 Debit Cards; PLUS, 40 2nd prizes will receive $100 Debit Cards! See website for contest rules
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OUR CUSTOMER: Coupon good only on indicated products. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSI TO
TOMER; COUPON NOT TRANSFERABLE. Any other use constitutes fraud. Customerpays sale tax.

_

ITO THE DEALER: LiDestri Foods, Inc. will redeem this coupon for 575 off any two jar purchase of Santa Fe Chili
Company Salsaplus $.08 handling, provided thecoupon hasbeen turned overto you by your customer in exchange for two jars
I of Santa Fe Chili Co. Salsa, according to your agreement and provided the storeredeeming the coupon has purchased equal stock
*toor in excess of coupons redeemed. To obtain payment, send to: Santa Fe Salsa, RO. Box 1040-29, Millburn, NJ 07041.
LiDestri Foods, Inc. reservesthe rightto withhold payment on, and declare void, coupons received mass cut or in mint condition.
| Cash value /20th of one cent. Reproductions or facsimiles of this coupon not accepted.
Copyright 2004 LiDestri Foods, Inc., Fairport, NY 14450
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

The

Heights

"There are two ways of exerting one's strength: one is pushing
down, the other is pulling up."

Established 1919

?

Booker T. Washington, American educator

The Independent Student Newspaper of Boston College

Show how much
you CARE
THE ISSUE: CARE Week is this week until April 14
WHAT WE THINK: Sexual assault is an issue that affects everyone

It's

been four days since Sunday's On Tuesday, the WRC sponsored a session
Second Chances benefit concert for called "How to Help a Friend who is Dealsurvivors of domestic violencekicked ing with Sexual Assault." Today, the BCPD
it off, but there're still plenty of opwill hold a rape aggression defense class, an
portunities for students to take part in interactive demonstration and information
Concerned About Rape Education (CARE) session to teach self-defense and protection
against attackers. AndApril 14, Men Against
Week, one of the most educational and emoMisogyny (MAM) hosts the final event - an
tional weeks at Boston College.
The sixth annual CARE
information sessionwhere
Week, really two weeks Whether you hang a shirt
men discuss ways to stop
because it doesn't end until
violence against women.
on the clothesline in the
April 14, is a joint effort of Dustbowl, visit an exhibit
These are valuable events
the Women's Resource Centhat help deal with a serior presentation, share your
ter (WRC), Peer Education
ous problem. The more
Network, and the Women's story at Take Back the Night, educated we become on
take part in a discussion, or rape and sexual assault,
Issue Council of the Undergraduate Government of even wear an "i care" T-shirt the more women will step
BC to educate and highlight around campus, show those forward to report crimes
issues of violence against in
and the more it will be
your community that have prevented.
women, sexual assault, and
experienced violence and
While many of the
rape. These groups are holdare
sexual
assault
that
they
events focus on women,
ing a series of eight events
during the two weeks that
not alone.
sexual assault affects all
students, male or female.
bring to light these issues in
need
be
involved.
ways.
different
Men
to
It is a scary statistic
While some events are very emotional, that one in every four women are attempted
the point of CARE Week is not to feel bad to be raped or are raped at some point in their
for victims of rape or sexual assault, but to lives. Violence against women affects those
celebrate the strength ofsurvivors. "Faces of that are closest to many men: their mothers,
Survivors," a new event this year, is a photosisters, girlfriends, and friends.
In the past this has sometimes been seen
graphic exhibit in theWRC office (McElroy
141). Visitors to the exhibit will share in a as only a feminist issue. That's no longer
piece ofeach victim's story andbe moved by the case. The more men that get involved,
the strength of each in getting through their the faster the message is sent to all men that
understanding these issues and preventing
horrible experience.
Take Back the Night, at 6:30 p.m. on domestic violence, sexual assault, and rape
April 12, is the most moving event. Students is important. MAM hopes to show that men
who have been sexually assaulted get up in are concerned about these issues too.
front of their peers in O'Neill Plaza to share
Get involved this week in one way or
their stories. The night is one way that survianother. If not for yourself, get involved
vors can let out some of their pain and begin for those you love who either have or could
the healing process. Those who take part in face these issues. Whether you hang a shirt
the event are comforted by thefact that they on the clothesline in the Dustbowl, visit an
are not alone. It takes a tremendous amount exhibit or presentation, share your story at
of courage to share something so personal and Take Back the Night, take part in a discusthese survivors, and their supporters, should sion, or even wear an "i care" T-shirt around
be greetedby a large crowd. Show them that campus, show those in your community that
have experienced violence and sexual assault
you care.
CARE Week is also about education. that they are not alone.

Research journal to fill
undergrad void
THE ISSUE: Elements, a new research journal, debuts next month
WHAT WE THINK: Journal is much needed to level playing field

.

a new research journal aren't relegated to offices and laboratories,
m
created for Boston College un- working only with graduate students. It's
dergraduates, will fill a much critical that undergraduates are included in
needed
void at the University research - not just so that they can get the
m
j
and help ensure that all students full feel for academia, but so that they are
are offered the opportunity to get involved prepared for the intellectual rigors of their
with research on campus.
fields.
The collection of nine student research
Not only will Elements encourage more
students to get involved in
papers - which comes out
next month - covers a variThe journal willfind success such scholarly study, but
it will give them an opporety of issues, including the
on campus, judgingfrom
social and natural sciences,
the whopping number of tunity to showcase their
the humanities, nursing,
thoughts and findings.
submissions receivedfor
Also of note is that
business, and education.
the inaugural issue (40).
The inaugural issue features
few universities have
scholarly reports on teen
Students should pick it up undergraduate research
pregnancy, mental health or check it out online (www. journals, making Eleof thefirst of its
among Asians, the poetry
bc.edu/elements); it could ments one
of Stephane Mallarme, and
kind. Editor Greg Wiles, a
be theforum you've been
juniorhonors student, and
European currency and oil
to
introduce
waiting
your
his staff should be conprices.
for
The journal, produced
groundbreaking scientific gratulated for their creativity and dedication in
with the support of the OfMarketing
fice of
Commuthe furthering of a highly
nications (the brains behind Boston College intellectual atmosphere for undergraduates.
The journal will find success on camMagazine), is sure to be presented in an
eye-catching manner, and is likely to raise pus, judging from the whopping number of
the level of scholarly debate among undersubmissions received for the inaugural issue
grads.
(40). Students shouldpick it up or check it out
Research at the University has increased online (www.bc.edu/elements); it could be the
steadily over the years, as BC continues to forum you've been waiting for to introduce
grow in national prominence and attract a your groundbreaking scientific theory. At
wide range of talented faculty members. It's the very least, its food for thought is sure to
important, however, that these professors catalyze conversation at the lunch table.

KRT / NATE BEELER

Letters
Fuller-Googins
crosses the line
To the Editor:
Do you know whatfreedoms
our founding fathers intended?
Are you ledto believethat government by, for, and of the people is
not something worth protecting?

Nick Fuller-Googins has tried to

persuadepeople that this is so.
Fuller-Googins has repeatedly attacked any cause in the
defenseoffreedom. He impolitely
"protested"the opportunityoffered
by a few brave ROTC students
recently. He claims that these men
"lied" to achieve theirmeans. Fuller-Googins idol, Che Guevara, is
the one who lied. Cuba hasn't had
a free election in nearly 50 years
and enlists people in the military
by force. There is no free speech
in Cuba anymore.
If Fuller-Googins had his
way our nation would certainly be
much different.Therewouldbe no
protest on anything, at any time,
for any reason, andevery election
wouldbe "stolen."
We're dealing with the worst
enemyknown to man. Government
is one of the only things that can
use force and coercion to achieve
its means. And Fuller-Googins,
sadly, feels that governmentmust
solve all our problems. If people
can't solve their own problems,
whatmakes him think that government can? Beyond its legitimate
purpose, government can donoth-

READERS NOTE:
TheHeights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding
200 words from the Boston
College community. Letters do
not include anonymous letters,
poems, or fictional work. The
Heightsalso welcomes column
submissions for its op/ed pages.
Columns must be 700 words
or fewer.
Editorials represent the
official views of The Heights.
Letters generally respond to
articles,columns, and editorials
published in The Heights. Columns are selected to provide a
wide spectrum of opinions and
views on topics ofinterest to the
BC community.
The Heights reserves the
right to reject letters and columns and edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and to prevent
libel. TheHeights also reserves
theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the
newspaper. Submissions must
be signed and should include
the author's connection to BC,
address, and phone number.
Letters and columns can
be submitted online at www.
bcheights.com, by e-mail to
editor@bcheights.com, in
person or by mail to Editor,
The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, MA
02467. The deadline for submissions is 6 p.m. on Saturday
for the Monday publication
and Tuesday at 6 p.m. for the
Thursdaypublication.

to the Editor

ing as economically as the free
market. If the best minds are in
government, wouldn't business
buy them away? They are "fat
cat" millionaires as Fuller-Googins
has said.
Lastly, I'd like to end on a
positivenote. This is a specialtime
for Fuller-Googinsand his followers. I think everyone should take a
moment out oftheirbusy weekand
wishNick Fuller-Googins a happy
April 15(tax return deadline day).
It's theatheist socialist'sequivalent
of Easter or Christmas. Thank you
all andmay God blessAmerica.
AdamBied
A&S '08

Alum enjoys
Depths article
To the Editor:
Contrary to Francis X.
McLaughlin'sreaction, 1read with
amusement The Heights article
"Che Chi purchases St. Ignatius
Church." As a born and raised
Bostonian whose own childhood
parish in Jamaica Plain will be
among those soon closing - more
than likely to be transformed
into "luxury condominiums" - I
thought it was a light-hearted
jab at the sign of the times in the
Boston Archdiocese. Himself a
member of the Class of 1950, Mr.
McLaughlin's fire and brimstone
harangueagainst The Heights and
the article's author reminds us

The

just how far Boston College as a
community, and we, as a society,
have come from that uptight, rather
humorless period in America's
history where theword "pregnant"
could not be used on radio or the

then fledgling mediaof television

and where self expression was
more often discouraged, ifnot out
rightly trampled, in the name of
"propriety." One has only to look
to the South during the 1960's
civil rights struggle to remember
the injustice and hypocrisy that
seethed beneath the veneer of the
"Godfearing" nation that "Ozzie
& Harriet" called home. I'm glad
I attended BC when I did, live in
the times I do, and will take freedom and open-mindedness any
day, thanks.
George F.

O'Neill
BC '89

Protesters' quotes
are out of line
To the Editor:
This Friday, I witnessed several students participating in a
protest against the ROTC program
at Boston College, as covered in
a recent Heights article. While I
disagree with their viewpoints, I
certainly saw nothing wrong with
my fellow students exercising
theirright to free speech, and from
what I witnessed, the protestors

SeeProtest, A7
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John Paul II: Pope of life

Students banned from meeting
...

whatever secrets they wereplanning wouldbe well,
I don't know. We were stalked from one cubicle on
the floor to the next by a handful ofwhat can only be
described as patrolling guards in an inappropriate attempt to intimidate two students who had every right
to be in one of the few club office spaces. After the
thirdround of intimidation, carried out by the likes of
Burnell Holland, UGBC vice president, Eric Ares, and
Nick Fuller-Googins, we left.
Amazing to me was the visceral hatred exhibited
toward me and my friends. All it took was that one
glance, and they had us figured out. If they actually
did theirhomework on my writing, they would know
I wrote an article last year supporting equal marriage
benefits for homosexual couples ("A Constitutional
Look at Same-Sex Marriage," 2/23/04). But never
mind things like "facts." They're stubborn little things
best left ignored if you're trying to hate someone. If
they cared about talking to me as a human being, not
some sub-human creature forsaken by God (or perhaps
a Darwinian mishap), they might realize that I don't
hate homosexuals. And if they really got to meet and
talk to some conservatives, they'd realize most don't
hate homosexuals or, at the very least, they don't try
to excludehomosexualsfrom UGBC-sponsoredmeetings on the pretext of declaringit a "safe zone," which
apparently means that it is an area protected from

By David Bradley

By Charles J. Gangi

lion strong, "You are men. You
have dignity. Don't crawl on your
Discrimination. Ignorance. Exclushoes of the fisherbellies." It took courage to speak
sion. These are practicesthe left condemns,
man are empty now. those words in the heart of the Soand these are practices the left condones.
John Paul 11, the man viet empire, and it took courage to
Monday night, the leaders of the planned
who brought hope to hearandheed them, too. ThePoles
student strike held a meeting promoted as a "general
hundreds ofmillions ofpeople by did, they followed his example,
meeting" for those interested in more information on
living the Gospels in all he did, and they freed themselves.
the proposed strike. I decidedI would go and see what
has gone to see the face of Him of
His love for life was unithe brouhaha was about. On my way, I ran into two
whomhe was Vicar on earth. I am versal; it embraced the unborn,
friends whom I invited to come along.
only 22; he is the only pope 1 have criminals, social outcasts, the
We got to thesecondfloorof 21 CampanellaWay,
everknown. For me, JohnPaul ll's sick, the mentally and physically
and wereon our way to the UndergraduateGovernment
papacy will be the lens through handicapped- all men and women.
of Boston College(UGBC) office where the meeting
which I will view all others, and There was no better illustration of
was held, when someone stopped us. (I was later told
therule by which I shall measure this than his public forgiveness
that this person was Nick Salter, UGBC director of
them. What I attempt here is a and his subsequent ministry to
social action and apparent leader of the meeting.)
reflection ona man who has had a the man who had attempted to
Salterfirst informed us that the meeting was closed to
profound effect on the way I and murder him.
"membersof the press." I am the news editor ofThe
When he was elected in 1978
many in my generation consider
Observer, and one ofmyfriends with me is also on The
life and our Catholic faith.
he toldthe world, "Be not afraid."
Observereditorialboard.
John Paul ll's life was at the By saying this he rejected the
We assured Salter that we were students ofBC as
center ofwhat ittruly meansto be a notion that life and its trials are
well as members of The Observer. We promised our
Christian: to hopein Christ with all somethingto be feared; with Christ
silence during the meeting. We promised to take no
one's heart and to live with courall burdens are light. As a young
notes for futurearticles in 77*e Observer. We werethen
age as Christ did. St. Augustine man this was clearly evident in
told that our presence would violate the "safe zone"
said that of thethree virtues, hope his vibrant and active life; he was
Salterwas committedto keeping. It was ourpresence
was the most important as hope a skier, a kayaker, a hiker, and a
as conservatives, not journalists, that was offensive conservatives.
is the promise of the Kingdom swimmer.
- the presence of two white, heterosexualmaleswho
There is a difference between hatred of a poThis energy and courage to
of God lived among us. Hope,
disagreedwith their politics.
litical position and hatred of the person holding that he continued, has two daughters: live only magnified as his own
Eventually, we were let into the UGBC office nonconformist opinion. The hatred towardme and my anger and courage. It is through crosses grew in gravity. Even as
space wherethe meetingwas to beheld. Justbeforethe friends as detestablehuman beings was not an isolated these two virtues that hope, the his battle with Parkinson's disease
meeting started, we were againapproached by Salter, incident, but evidence of a wider trend of vehement Kingdom, is made manifest in the crippledhis once vibrantbody and
with Grace Simmons, UGBC president, in tow, and hatred toward anyone not towing the (leftist) party world: anger to see wrongs and madethe most basic movements a
asked to leave. If we didnot leave silently, it wouldbe line. Simmons has supported this divisive hatred by courage to right them.
pain-filled labor, he insisted that
put to a vote, and then we would undoubtedly have to abdicatingher responsibility to make sure all students,
Indeed, nothing angered John he continue to fulfill his office. He
leave anyway. Simmons said that it "wasn'tmy call" to includingconservatives,are considered equal members Paul II more than disregard for demonstrated to the entire world
allowor disallowourpresence, despitethefact that the ofthis Universitywith an equal stake in what happens God's greatest gift, life. He saw that no matter what hardships we
meeting was held in a UGBC office and she is, indeed, on campus.
first hand that affront to human might face, we should not fear
the UGBC president.
dignity known as communism life and its tests. Life is always
So we left, and sat in the nearby public lobby. DavidBradley is a sophomore in the Lynch School of in his native Poland. He saw his worth living, and worth living
We were asked to leave the lobby, too, for fear that Education. He is the news editor of The Observer.
brother and sister Poles robbed well at that.
Indeed through his recent
of their basic rights to live as free
men and women. Thus on his first suffering, John Paul II has lived
trip home after becoming pope the most Christ-like life I have
he reminded a crowd one milever had the honor to witness. A
By Matt Collier
die. It's those same types of people thatI don't want
deciding whether I live or die, because guess which
choice
they're going to make? That's right, the comknow most people have probably heard enough
mon
practice
these days, by doctors and judges, is
ordeal,
about the Terri Schiavo
but let me say
to
in
favor of death, rather than "err on the By Emily
presume
Yes,
over,
one last thing.
the situation is
but
soever. What did gay people ever
Deemer
life,"
as President Bush advised. Ifyou think
what happenedin Florida is still relevant since side of
do to provoke its writers to run an
it has set a precedent that could decide any of our the Terri Schiavo decision was unique, a once-in-aad
in itsnewspaper making fun of
Monday's edition of The
fates, should we be so unfortunate as to wind up in a blue-moonoccurrence, think again. Judgeshave been
Observer, Boston College's a friendly gay rights campaign?
hospital bed the same way Terri did. The precedent anxious to come down on the side of death in these
traditionally conservative Even though The Observer might
that has been set is a frightening one and has led me situations ever since the Karen Ann Quinlan right-toRepublicanpublication,there be geared toward conservatives
to consider some drastic measures. I plan to fill out diecase of 1976,sometimes going so far as to interpret was a parody ad that read as folwho have full right to their own
a living will so that I can be kept alive if I'm ever the language of a living will in the opposite way as lows:
opinion, there are some gay Rein a state like that of Terri, who was not dying, but obviously intended.That's why I will be sure to use
publicans at Boston College, and
disabled. She was survivingby food and water, just concise language in my livingwill. I will also place
SUPPORT
I would love to hear how funny
likeyou and me, she was ableto react to stimuli, smile the document in the hands of someone I trust. I will
theythought thead was. Morethan
"Gay? Who cares?"
and formulatesounds (just watch the videos on the alsomake copies ofthedocumentto spread aroundthe
April 8, 2005 (and all week that, I have countless Republican
Internet and you'll see), and in the opinion of some country, justto be sure there areno misunderstandings long)
friends who will be wearing their
by judges who may see me as a burden to society.
blue T-shirts with pride, because
doctors, she may have even had hope for recovery.
DEFIANCE
These right-to-death judges are encouragedby
I'm sorry ifI scare anyone bybringing up living
REMEMBER, wear your unlike the message The Observer
is conveying,theyhappilysupport
wills, but aren't thosetherules we're playingby now? our intellectual leaders, who try to lend credibility apathy with others.
their gay friends. It is because of
Actually, thoseare therules we'vebeenplayingby for to the culture of death. One is reminded of Peter
a while.The Schiavo ordealis only the wake-up call, Singer, a professor at Princeton, who has drawn a
Many of my friends and jokes like the one in The Observer
for those who aren'tawake yet, to the culture we now group of followersbehind his beliefthat we should I, Democrats and Republicans, that "Gay, fine by me"weekhas to
find ourselvesin afterabout 30 years ofcontempt for beallowed tokill babies after they're born, a practice straight and gay, are highly ofexist in the first place.
life. This culture scorns big families and talks about actually donein the Netherlands, andsometimes in the fended by this ad in the Opinions
The Observer claims that it
childrenas ifthey're materialconsumption units. This United States.At Boston College,intellectualleaders section of the April 4, 2005 Ob"promotesand defends traditional
culture is responsible for populationcrises in countries continue to try to justify what was done in Florida, server. I have been working with religious values within Boston
like Japan,Italy and France, which are dangerously as they did a week ago at the panel discussion on the the GLBT club on theT-shirt camCollege"andthat "taking seriously
below replacement rate. This culture has developed Schiavodecision.These expertsare trying to convince paign for thepast couple of weeks, thevalues to which BC is commitabortifacient contraceptives, like RU4B6, to attack us common folk, who can only use common sense, andthe mockery The Observerhas ted as a Catholic university in the
human life after an egg has been fertilized, not to that what seemedlikemurder was not really murder. made of it is extremely rude and Western tradition, The Observer
mentionthe more obvious millionplus babies we lose Some, who are not only intellectual leaders, but unjustified. Yes, there are similar strives to promote the highest qualevery year to abortion.We've all been influencedby Catholic leaders as well, would even have us believe parodies in The Patriot, such as ity of journalism."I am completely
the toxic mentalityof this culture whetherwe know it that the starvation done in Florida was in line with the ones about Barbara Bush and bewildered at how completely
the teachings oftheChurch. If that'sthe case, I would
or not; the very air we breathe is hostile to life.
University PresidentRev. William humiliating any minority group
consider
renouncing my allegiance to a religion that
Just look at the way the establishment was so
P. Leahy, S.J., but at least those on campus is in accordanceto our
eagerto starve Terri to death. For example, the same pits the strong against the weak (read: useless). Of harmless spoofs had some type school's Jesuit ideal of men and
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) thatfights course, that's not the Catholic religion.
of provoking argument for being women for others. Would they
to have convicted criminals saved from the death
published, whereasThe Observer's dare run a similar ad making fun
penalty fought to be sure Terri Schiavo died in a MattCollier is a junior in the College ofArts and
ad was just plain offensive and of AHANA minorities? Would
way no convictedcriminal would ever be allowedto Sciences.
they go so far as to print an article
heartless with no premise what-

Hatred.

The

One last thing about Schiavo

few years ago in his homily on
the Feast of Christ the King, Fr.
Barth said that by enduring the
suffering and humiliation of dying on the cross, Jesus was at that
moment more of a King than at
any otherpoint in His human life.
He suffered and died so that His
beloved peoplemight live forever
with Him. JohnPaul II carriedhis
own crosses for others; he gaveup
his life as an example so that we
too would someday see God. In
his suffering he was never more
Christ like.
JohnPaul II was the Pope of
life. If he were still among us he
would call for us to rejoice in a
life lived in the service of Christ
and in the new life promised to
him in the Gospel message. This
humble man, this stone cutter, this
actor, this poet, this shepherd, this
fisherman was not just a father
to the Catholic faithful, he was a
father to the entire world - he was
my father. I dearly loved this man
namedKarol Jozef, we shared the
same nameand it is because ofthis
that he shall always be my Peter.
In the end, JohnPaul IPs life has
left clear signposts that will guide
whomeverthe Holy Spirit chooses
to fill the shoes of the fisherman.
Still, I andmillionsofotheryoung
Catholics shall miss him from the
bottom of our hearts. His greatest
legacy, however, will be lived by
us, the young men and women he
so reached out to and touched,
who try to live his Christ-like example. In this way he will be with
me always.
Charles J. Gangi is a senior in
the College ofArts and Sceinces.

Observer parody is offensive

I

In

Campus no place for military
By Nick Fuller-Googins

In

the early 19705, with the U.S. govern-

ment and military waging a savage cam-

paign ofbombing and destruction against
the Vietnamese people, the response on
college campuses across the United States
was more often than not directed toward the
Reserve Officer's TrainingCorps (ROTC). At
the height of this response, Boston College

students, faculty, administrators, trustees, and

the University president kicked ROTC off
campus - making the decisionthatthe military
organization was inherently inconsistent with
the mission of BC.
Three decadeslater - aswe currently find
our military yet again occupying and waging
war in a foreign nation - callsfor the abolition
of the ROTC program are picking up once
more at BC and other universities across the
country.

As one studentstated in a March 25,1969
letter to The Heights, "The issue of ROTC at
Boston College boils down to whether or not

the University is going

to

make its facilities

available to the military establishment in the
United States so it can trainyoung men to kill
people in war." ROTC trains students to be
professional killers no matter how one looks
at it, as this is whatthe U.S. military demands
ofits soldiers in the final analysis. This op-ed

is not an argument that the existence of a military is inherently immoral(another discussion
entirely), but rather that BC, as a university
engaged in a search for truth and knowledge
- and especially as a Jesuit school with an explicit commitmenttowards social justice - has
no business aiding, supporting, or accepting
ROTC in any way.
As long as BC is helping supply officers
for the U.S. military and the occupation of
Iraq by supporting the ROTC program, our
university is complicit in a militaryoccupation
that has killed over 100,000Iraqi civilians and
a foreign policy thatbreeds untold resentment
and hatred in many of the over 100 countries
in which U.S. troops are stationed.
BC can claim neutrality on this issue by
refusing to take a stand one way or the other
on ROTC, but neutrality and support of the
status quo in a time of great moral crises (and
hopefully wecan agree that 100,000 dead Iraqi
civilians and over 1,500 deadU.S. soldiers is
considered a great moral crises) can only be
considered support for the current political and
military situation.
A university, regardless of its religious
affiliation or expressed commitment to social
justice, is a place for thought, exploration,and
discernment- not a traininggroundfor theU.S.
military. The roleofschools likeBC, as former
UGBC senator George O'Toolen explained,

Letters
Protest, from A6

denouncing women's rights and
rape awarenessthe same weekthat
the C.A.R.E. campaign is being
launched? Oh wait, they already
did that on the same page as this
ad. As for The Observer's "highest quality of journalism," this
ad goes beyond tactless. I cannot
believe such a highly respected (I
use the term generously),political
newspaper as The Observer is promoting apathy, let alone allowing
such embarrassing slander to be
published under its name.
Political activism is about
standing up for what you believe
in. Ifthe paper doesn't agree with
gay rights, equality, and nondiscrimination, it should honestly
publish why and how its followers can proactively get involved
in its cause.
Nothing ever got resolved or
accomplished by immaturity and
ignorance. The GLBT community
is discriminatedagainst every day,
whether they are the targets of
seemingly "harmless" jokes and
prejudices or more serious issues
like violence andvandalism. But I
am not writing to change The Observer's opinion,only its capacity
for showing respect, compassion,
and common decency.
Emily Deemer is a sophomore in
the College ofArts and Science.

to the Editor

"shouldnot be as the supplier ofuseful bodies
andsubservient minds, but as theforum for the conducted themselves in a peaceformation of concerned and critical citizens." ful manner. What does trouble me,
Let us rememberthatthe military demands of however, werecomments madeby
its soldiers utter obedience - there is no room several ofthe protesters, as quoted
for inquiry, discernment, or individual thought in this newspaper, specifically
within the ranks of the armed forces, whether those made by Ms. King.
you are an officer or an enlistedsoldier. As an
"I protested," Ms. King said,
environment of this type is hardly inline with "because 1 am against the way the
a search forknowledge and truth or the formamilitary recruits people and targets
tion ofdynamic human beings - goals thatany the economically disadvantaged.
university strives for - there is simply no place They never tell them thefull story
for ROTC or the military philosophy on the and never talk about the other opcollege campus.
portunities they have to get a free
TheBC communityonce stood on the side education."
of justice and morality by abolishing ROTC
Myproblem with this particufrom campus. Regretfully, our nation is again lar quotation is twofold.First ofall,
stuck in a quagmire ofa deadlyoccupation and it is not the job of the military to
our tax money continues to be spent onwar and provide students with all possible
destructionrather than on the hospitals, schools, opportunities they have to get an
and public works which we so desperatelyneed education. The idea that students
at home. It is time for BC to realize once again intelligent enough to be admitted
that ROTC is not just anotherstudent club, but into an institution like BC would
rather an organizationthat is inherently inconnot be aware ofany other alternasistent with the academic goals and mission of tives is both inaccurate andcondethe University. It is an organizationthat trains scending. Furthermore, thefact that
professional killers in thefinal sense. There is scholarshipsare available(although
simply no place for ROTC at BC.
not a certainty) to students who
participate inROTC is a huge posiNickFuller-Googins is a UGBC Senator and
tive aspect of theprogram,but it is
a member of the GlobalJustice Project.
not the only reason students join.

As someone who lives with three
ROTC students, as well as another
who was previously involved with
the program, I know firsthand the
myriad reasons young people commit themselves to the military, the
opportunityfor a scholarshipbeing
only one. Feelings of patriotism, an
interest in improving international
relations, a desire to travel,a sense
ofduty, a desire to help others, and
to protect freedom firsthand all
factor into a decision to become a
part of the program. Furthermore,
the "full story" ofwhich Ms. King
spoke is very clearly laid out to
all studentswho join theprogram;
students are not surprised by what
ROTC entails once they are involved and knowfully well to what
they are committing themselves.
Everyone is entitled to voice
theiropinions andhavetheirviewpoints heard. That is a basic right
of being an American, a right that
Ms. King and company could not
enjoy without the young men and
womenin the militarywho protect
our freedom.
Steve Dool
A&S '07
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Summer at Northwestern University offers an educational experience
tailored to your needs. Our extensive course offerings provide you with
many ways to catch up, pet ahead, or pursue new interests.
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Courses range trom one-week workshops in music to eight-week intensive
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Features
The Heights, Thursday, April 7, 2005

BCBThe unch

Reality TV stars, clockwisefrom top left: Ereka Vetrini, BC '98, Bill Hansen, BC '01, Michael Tarshi, BC '01, Raj Bhakta, BC '98, Gary Gulman, BC '93, Tom Clements, BC '02, Elizabeth Fliarski-Hasselbeck, BC '99, and Katie Morris, BC '98.

Twelve BC graduates have made their way onto television through the reality TV craze. Some did it justfor the
experience, others did it to help their careers. Here is who they are and what they're up to now.
Beste
Features Editor
By Meg

Bob Vanech: BC '90
Perhaps one of the more obscure television stars to get
their start at Boston College,Bob Vanech appeared last year
on Showtime'spoliticalreality TV show, American Candidate.
His claimto fame includes a 10-weekstint on theshow. Vanech
expandedhis experienceson televisionwhenhe decided to run
in the gubernatorialrace ofhis home state, Connecticut; he will
run in the 2006 race as an independentparty candidate.
Lisa Noller: BC '92
LisaNoller appeared on the short-livedreality series The
Mole 2: The Next Betrayal. After leaving the show, she made
a slightly odd career move when she decided to sell beer in
Comiskey Park in Chicago. Her experience on the show,
however, didn'thave much of an impact on her professional
life; she retained her former job as a lawyerwith the Illonois
State's Attorney General'soffice.
Gary Gulman: BC '93
Gary Gulmanmade a successful appearanceon the show
The Last Comic Standing. Although he didn't win the contest,
theskill he demonstratedon the showwon him spots on several
late night talk shows includingLate Night with DavidLetterman and The Tongiht Show. His stint in reality TV ended up
benefittinghim more than most experiences,and he attributes
some ofhis material to experienceshe had while at BC.

Raj Bhakta: BC '98
Raj Bhakta found reality TV fame when he competed
against othermillionaires-to-befor Trump's top honor on The
Apprentice. Bhakta appeared in the show's second season
and was eliminated in the ninth week of the show. Before
appearing on the show, Bhakta was working on a real estate
developmentin Vail, Colo. Bhakta still works in real estate,
but his appearanceon the show did give him extra publicity
in thebusiness world.

Katie Morris: BC '98
Katie Morris appeared on MTV University'sreality show The
Opening, which followedrecent college graduates to see how they
spent their days as newcomers to the world of work. An English
major, her interests shifted to advertising, and she is now a creative
manager with the advertising agency Allen and Gerritsen in Watertown, Mass. The show aired in November, and since being filmed,
Morris notes her stature has risen within the company. Although
she still holds the same title, her workloadreflects an increase in
responsibility the agency feels she is capable of.
Ereka Vetrini: BC '98
Ereka Vetrini's reality TV fame erases any doubt that Boston
College isn'tbig onbusiness; she is one ofthree graduates to appear
on The Apprentice. She caused a bit offriction on the show for her
conflicts with competitor Omarosaand the use of sexuality to win
challenges. After she was "fired"from the show in its eighth week,
she continued as a TV personality by co-hosting The Tony Danza
Show. Vetrini also works as a globalpromotionalmarketing manager

for Clinique cosmetics.
Elizabeth Fliarski-Hasselbeck: BC '99
One of the most well-known stars to graduate from Boston
College, Elizabeth Fliarski-Hasselbeck earned her claim to fame
when she appeared on the second season ofthe hit reality TV show
Survivor: The Australian Outback, where she made it to the final
four. After her stint in reality TV, Fliarski-Hasselbeckmarried NFL
quarterbackTim Hasselbeck, BC '99, andbecame a co-host for The
View. Recently, she expanded her air time by working on the Style
Network'sshow The Lookfor Less.

Bill Hansen: BC '01
Bill Hansen appearedon the showAverage Joe2, TV's response
to The Bachelor and The Bachelorette. He competedwith other socalled-geeks for the heart offormer Miss Missouri Larissa Meek.
Bill was sent home during the second week of the show. Hansen
is back in Boston, and has kept in touch with some of his fellow
Boston show-mates(there were eight of them). He is continuingto
work as an accountant.

Michael Tarshi: BC '01

After graduating with a degree in communications, Michael Tarshi became the most recent Boston Collegealumn to
appear on Donald Trump's The Apprentice. He participated on
season three, and appeared in the boardroom three times.After
being fired in the fifth week of the show, Tarshi continued to
pursue his business interests in Boston. He currently dealswith
real estateall over New England. He recently became involved
in an up-and-coming swank sushi and sake bar in Boston,
and also launched Tarshibar, a chocolate manufacturing and
distributing company.

Tom Clements: BC '02
Clementsappeared on the short-livedMTV series Fear. In
the show, six contestants were transported to a historicalsite
with purported supernatural activity, and they were required
to complete a certain number of tasks to win prize money.
Clements completedhis daresin a remote hacienda in Merida,
Mexico. Clementsreturned to BC, where life returned to normal, ending his brush with fame.

Lori Trespicio: BC '02
Lori Trespicio had the opportunity to appear on the 10th
season of MTV's hit show The Real World. While at Boston
College, Trespiciogained on-campusfame as a memberof the
Bostonians. Although her singing became a source of tension
between Trespicio and her roommates on the show, she used
the show to jump-start her career; the publicity she received
from her appearance on the show gaveher the opportunity to
get her demos out.

Ryan Traeger: BC '03
Ryan Traeger made a short TV appearance when he was
on the show EIimiDATE. During his time at Boston College,
Traeger was active in the Undergraduate GovernmentofBC,
working as co-directorof technology.
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How to be
a columnist

A chat between
the two Kevins

So I'm sitting
down to write another
column, going overthe
events of the past week
searching for usable
material.
Let's see nothing interestinghappenKevin
ing in class. Can't go
Sawyer
down that avenue.
The weekend was
typical. Sleep, work, party. Then rinse and
repeat. No wild stories to regaleyou with
this time (sorry).
Out of desperation,I take a cue from
Jay Leno and grab the paper, searching
for news.
"What's happeningin the world
today?" I ponder. We allknow the Pope
died. Very sad news. But I lack the
journalisticprowess to do any justice to
his passing. I'm the guy who writes about
FraggleRock and Back to theFuture,
after all. I'll leave the legitimatereporters
to handle thereal news.
It's spring. Maybe I can write about
that? I go through my folder ofpast
columns and realize that I wrote a column
about winter lastyear. Shoot. OK, the
weatheris no longer a viable option.
Next idea.How 'boutthem local
sports teams? Oh wait, alreadybeen there.
Twice. Scratch that one off the list.
Then I have a brilliant idea. I'll write
a column about writing a column. Beautiful! I'll take thereader on a fantastic
journeythrough the journalisticprocess.
Don't tell anyone this, but it's not really
that difficult.
All you need to do is be observant
and make sure your F7 button is in
goodshape. That's the thesaurus button, for all you Mac users. After that, it
is simply a matter offinding somewhere
you won't be distractedand organizing
your thoughts into a few hundred choice
words.
Fortunately, columnists are able to be
somewhat liberal with our use of grammar. We use a more conversational tone,
so no red flags are raised when something
like a sentence fragment shows up (see
the first few paragraphs for examples).
We end up with a lot of green and
red squiggly lines on the page, but I've
been ignoring the automated spell check
feature for a long time now. Which probably explains why I still mix up "sing"
and "sign," and I can never correctly
write "definitely."(See? Another sentence
fragment!)
I try to writeabout aspects of the
Boston College experience- BCX, as I
like to refer to it - that a majority of us
can relate to. "Student Life" is a generous
term; all of our waking hours are basically fair game.
But the column has to be appealing
enough to get people to read it. And it's
got to be at least marginallyhumorous
so that The Heights will keep me on the
payroll for anotherweek.
That's a lie.
There is no payroll. The writers are
compensatedwith the leftover Young
Money magazines. The editors, though,
get the old spring break ads thatTarget
puts out. Lucky dogs.
You'd think it'dbe easy to come
up with a new idea every week. But you'd
be wrong. DEAD WRONG! (No, wait.
Just regular-wrong. Sorry about that.)
The truth is, coming up with a new
idea is the hardest part. Writing about it is
easy, once the right inspiration strikes and
you get the proverbial ball rolling.
Sometimesyou need a quietplace
to think for a while. Supercuts is my own
personal meditationcenter, so I hate it
whenthe barbers start to talk. Not only
does it interrupt my Personal Reflection Time(PRT), but the conversationis
always very forced and awkward.
It's evenworse when you're on a
plane. You can't pull the old "look at
your watch and come up with an excuse
to leave"routine. Where wouldyou go?
The cockpit? That would just make things
more awkward.
When you're talking with someone
on a plane, you have to crane your neck
the whole time. Very unnatural. Plus,
you're like six inches from the person's
face. Again, very unnatural; unless you
have a Siamese twin, in which case
you're probably used to it.
Alright, back to the column. Coming
up with a strong conclusion is always
important. You wantto be able to tic
everythingtogether, and offer some sort
of profound insight into the nature of
things. And you always want to leave
them wanting more. Which is a lot harder
than it sounds.
So hard, in fact, that I may just have
it entirely this week.
skip
to
I can do that, because I'm a columnist.

So 1 made contact. Last week,
you'll remember, I discussed my
ingenious plan to contact the only
otherKevin Allocca that shows up on
Googlewhen I search myself. Going
in I knew he's roughly 40 years old,
collects British cars, and is a real
estate agent in Richmond, Va. Last
Kevin
week, my phone rings.
Allocca
"Kevin?Kevin Allocca."
BINGO. Despite a subtle southem accent, he sounds like what I imagineI'll sound
like in 20 years.
Within about two minutes, I realized other
Kevin is THE MAN!! This guy is ridiculous. I get
some of the basics out of the way: we haven'tfigured
out ifwe'rerelated, but there's a possibility; he has a
wife and four kids. My parents, Frank and Margarita
Allocca, laughed when I told themKevin has a son
namedFrank and a daughter named Margaret (Freaky).
It turns out other-Kevin did not match my inverseme theory. In fact, rather than being a jerk, he is awesome. And thereforesimilar to me. He's the comedian
of the family (more on that later). He was pretty
much crackin'jokes the whole time we spoke: "Yeah,
between 18-28, I'd say I drank enough beer to sink the
Titanic." Comedy gold.
Aside from guzzling the North Atlantic, Kevin's
college years were filled with crazy antics and
sometimes public nudity. He proudly holdstherecord
for being the last guy bailed out of jailby Hampton
University.
"I didn'thave a stellar career academically." He
was impressed I was "gonnaget done in regulation."
Don't let that fool you though. Kevin's a class act.
He's friendly as can be. He has like five classic cars.
One is a 1934 British MG. (He sent me a picture
it's a sweet ride.)
His home is an old farm and one of his hobbies
is shooting skeet in the backyard (here's where the
similarities start to dissipate). He also hunts pheasant.
I sometimes forget how different it is in the South. His
two oldest sons each have shotguns and his youngest
son, a BB gun. Their respective ages are 10, 8, and 4
years old.
I asked him about his pet peeves. He said: "Liberals." He was joking sort of.
He likes to take pictures ofhis sons holding their
rifles. Then he sends them to his liberal stepsisters. Regardless ofyour opinions on gun control, that's pretty
damnhilarious.
I asked him what he thought about me interviewing him he said "I think it's hilarious." Then he told
me he had actually started to e-mail me a few times in
the past because he was "pissed that this punk was first
on Google."(Some sketch comedy stuff was preempting his actual business. Whoops.) He neverfollowed
through. "I thought, what am I doing? Some 21-yearold shmuck in Boston is gonna think I'm a jerk."
Here's a funny similarity. Other-Kevin on working out: "No, I can't stand it. I'd rather be beat with
a gardenhose." Goodbye, inverse-Kevin.Hello
not-inverse-Kevin ...? Hello alike-Kevin?
This was a crystal ball. Maybe I could get a sneak
peek at my future? I was wrapped up, I could only
wish to grow up to be Kevin Allocca.And then I realized there was no way I could growup to not be Kevin
Allocca. Unless I got a name change, in which case I
would growup to be Giovanni Hemmingway.
Other-Kevin is one happy guy: "I have a great
wife [Paula], four fantastic kids. I wouldn't trade me
for anybody."I hope I'm saying that at 40.
As the Kevins parted ways, him back to work
and me back to the vegetable-themedcrossword I
was doing, I thanked him for a great interview. After
graciously offering me a stay in Richmond where he
would teachme to shoot and race go-carts, he said
"Thanks for the call, bubba. Take care." Later, bubba.

...

Kevin Sawyer is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. His column appearsevery
Thursday in this space.

.

...
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Margaret

Nuzzolese

Can I quote you on that?

The

Spring concert is just around the corner, and Margaret

nuzzolese, a&s 'o6,was a key
spent

player

in the process.

three years working in the undergraduate

nuzzolese, has
government of

Boston College, two of which
She
was involved with proiects like comedians, homecoming, spring fling, and
Sibling Weekend. In addition, Nuzzolese has served on Admissions panels
for prospective students and was an orientation leader for two summers.
she in the programming department.

Where is your favorite place on campus?
When you are facing the eagle, the second bench on the right. It's a perfect shot ofthe eagle, the
Tree of Life, Gasson, and St. Mary's lawn and Bapst is out of sight.

...

Who do you admire?
My parents, Mary and Gus, for the unconditional love, faith, and hope they breate in their vocations
as parents, Catholics, and as a couple.

If you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go?
San Salvador, Cork, Madrid, Quito, or Paris or have my friends who are in those places be here.

...

What are you willing to wait in line for?
A medium SCM (skim caramel macchiato), any time of the day.
What can you do better than anyone else you know?
Sing Billy Joel songs at the top ofmy lungs. And I can name all ofthe U.S. Presidents in order
faster than you can say your name 43 times.

What is your guilty pleasure?
"Wasting" hours in the dining halls with friends.
What is the most beautiful thing you have ever seen?
El Salvador and the children I met there. Andthe Rose Garden at the UCA.
What is your favorite class at BC?
Protest and Politics in Latin America with Purnell. Some runners up would be Law, Medicine, and
Ethics with professor Paris or America's War in Vietnam with professor Jacobs.
What is the best piece of advice you were ever given?
"Let your light so shine." (Matthew 5:16). Also, "You'll go when it's your time."
What part of college would you do over if you could go back in time?
Forgetregret. But if I hadknown then what I knew now, how different my life would have been.
Who would you like to have dinner with tonight?
My Mom, Dad, sisters Lizzy and Collen, and brother Patrick - my big, bouncy, beautiful family.
What is your biggest pet peeve?
Walking in sand with shoes or flip flops, or no toilet paper. Also paying postageto mail my bills.

...

.

.

Kevin Allocca is a staff columnistfor The Heights. His
column appearsevery Thursday in this space.

FASHION

Givingfashion the thumbs up I thumbs down

Since I started writing this
column people have stopped talking
to me about anything ofany real
importance. Not to say that friends
were updating me on world politics
from across the Dustbowl, but I've
been notablyreduced to being the
go-to person for forums on legwarmJessie
ers. On more than one occasion I've
Rosen
had a grave-lookingfriend pull me
aside and whisper "I was hoping we
could talk aboutblazers sometime." I guess I asked
for it with 900 words on moccasins.
Still, a school year worth of these conversations
has left me with more information on style than you'd
get from a Mod full of girls after a bucket full of
margaritas.
With spring on the way and two seasons worth
offashion behind us I thought it would be appropriate
to do a little thumbs up/thumbs down on all the issues that have arisen. I include my opinions, but they
should be taken with a grain ofsalt. Last week I tried
to wear a tuxedo vest overa wife beater with jeans
and high heels to which my roommates responded,
"Oh Jessie ..." So let's getright into it.
Live Strongknock offs - thumbs down. While it
may be insensitive to be against somethingdesigned
to save lives and spread awareness, I don't care. It's
out ofcontrol.Let's all kindly go back to wearing
sweatbands on our wrists and donate to wild otter
preservationin some other, less made-in-Chinaway.
And while we're on the subject of otters, two
other animals have pounced andwaddled onto the

scene this year, respectively. Le Tigre and Original
his rise to worlddomination.But this - this we will
not tolerate.Thumbs down.
Penguin are two brands givingthe pony and the alligator a little run for your money. In my opinion,Le
Things that are Indian inspiredare also big right
now. It started with those sparkly, pointy, looking slipTigre is just anotherPolo and frankly, I'm le tired
(wink). Original Penguin on the other hand, has a
per shoes (thumbs up) and now includes these long,
sort ofartsy/intellectual thing goingwith a nice edge
flowy, way-too-sec-through summer skirts (thumbs
of professionalism. Crisp button downs with a floral
down)that people are wearingwith big, wide, metalbuckled leatherbelts (I could go eitherway). I think
pinstripe. I say tiger, down, penguin, up.
I mention these budding trends early for fear
ethnic is goodin moderation, in general. What I just
they'll get shafted like the faux hawk and the aviator.
can't getbehind is allthis wood. Wooden beads and
I've been chided for not mentioning them earlier.Rewooden trim. Have werun out of soft materialsthat
ally, I've been committedto the aviator since the early aren't dirt colored?Tree hugging I can deal with;
2000's, and I don't think I can ever go back. They get tree wearing is a no. Thumbs down. Considering our
two thumbs, way-upfor the appropriate set of people,
options, I'm going to have to side with metallic bags
most ofwhich own things like military-inspiredjackand shoes. I know, they're so Zsa Zsa Gabor, but the
ets and curly hair. Same for the faux hawk (minus the
woman was called Zsa Zsa and she wore five-inch
heels to jail. I think we can all agree to wear the
curls). It's just too ridiculous not to love. I'm generally opposed to showy trends that scream, "I'vebeen to legacy of thatfashion moment. Thumbs up to them
andZsa.
Europe!" but the faux hawk and the aviator are okay
in my book and, when worn together, my bed.
Other things making an appearance include side
What's not okay is this skull and cross bones
ponytails (I knew it! up), pale yellow(nice unless
business. My friend Tim reports that they're all over
you're olive skinned, up for most, downfor me), and
everything at Ralph Lauren's Rugby store (the new
long tank tops worn as layer number one (warning:
homeland of the preppy nation) and my roommates
not madefor birthing hips. Up, but bitter).
I could go on forever, especially since all these
say Paula Abdul was wearing a diamondring version
last week. To this I say: people who dress like landed
trends are bound to change tomorrow. As far as world
issues are concerned, I'm trying to incorporate more
gentry adoptingpirate symbolism during the fifth
season ofAmerican Idol is as sure as sign ofArmaofthem into my daily life. But in the mean time, I'm
available Tuesday and Thursday in the Eagle's Nest or
geddon as we're going to get. Tim suggested it might
be in reference to Yale's secret society called the Skull by appointment.
and Bones. Brillianttheory. I always knew they'd do
something to destroy the world, but I thought it would JessieRosen is a
staffcolumnistfor The Heights. Her
be more like, I don'tknow, assist a former member in column appearsevery Thursday in this space.
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Where are they now?
Two reality stars talk about how the experience shaped their lives

Gary Gulman, comedian
just a lot ofbests.

By Meg Beste
Features Editor

THE APPRENTICE

TH: What are the intimidating aspects of the business?
GG: Intimidating? Intimidating is being pitched a fastball by
Roger Clemens, or being shot at,
or being a single mother of three
like my mom. My job is not work
for me. If I get cancelled out of a
show I'm disappointed. If 1 can't
By Meg Beste
work I get depressed. Show business is not intimidating. I believe Features Editor
with hard work I can do whatever
petitions. The voting was a source
Raj Bahkta, BC '98, has been
I want in this business. It's a joke
of anxiety for all of us.
one of the more successful Boston
of a business.
College alumni to appearon reality
TH: How did the show help
TH: What difficultiesare you TV. Bahkta appeared in the second
your comedy career?
season of thepopular show The Aphaving now?
GG: Something like 13 milFired in the ninth weekof
prentice.
GG: I have no difficulties
lion people watched the show
worth mentioning. 1 don't like competition, he had the distinction
twice a week. Within a few epitaking early flights, but otherthan of being on the winning team five
sodes I went from being unknown
that 1 am living the life I dreamed timesand being the project manager
to beingrecognized everywhereI
twice. A graduate from the College
The Heights: How did you
of when I was at BC.
went. I had been on The Tonight
ofArts and Sciences with a double
become a contestant on The Last
Show, Late Show with David
major in history and economics,
Comic Standing?
TH: How has your experiLetterman, and many other TV
Bahkta
has been able to prepare
ence at BC helped you?
Gary Gulman: I auditioned
shows, but Last Comic Standing,
in
GG:
I
think
a
is
himself
for the business world
performer
for the show Boston at the which aired in primetime, made
molded
Comedy Connection in January,
by his experiences, so of without sacrificing the otherthings
all the difference.
and 1 was chosen from about 500
course my time at BC was a major in life that he enjoys.
"History has always been my
contributor to the pool of experiother hopefuls.
TH: Was it a rewarding exences that I draw on for humor. passion," he said. "1 did history for
I then wentto New YorkCity
perience for you?
where 39 other contestants were
I also feel that the outstanding me, and I did economics for ecoGG: Absolutely.I now headnarrowed down to 20 who were
counseling serves in Gasson Hall nomic interests. 1 also took a lot of
line clubs that wouldn'treturn my
chosen to go to the finals in Las
allowed me to accelerate my finance courses - that dragged down
phone calls a yearago. I havefans
growth as aman.
my GPA. It was more by circumVegas at the Paris Hotel. After
that come to my shows and stand
stance than by design that I ended
that show, 10 people were chosen
Notmany peopletake advanin line for autographs. Ifyou look
to move into a house and compete
tage of those services, but I must up getting both degrees from A&S.
at my calendar on my Web site, I
in a number of challenges and
say that the lessons I learned about Perhaps it was my predilection for
havehad a remarkablescheduleof
head-to-head competitions. Each
life and humanity in my private less empirical studies."
appearances starting last August.
Bahkta focused on European
counseling sessions were the most
week one person got knocked off
diplomatic
history while he studied
valuable
of
my
college
experiuntil there was oneperson left on
TH: Which appearancewas
the show. I was second runner up.
ence. 1 use those lessons everyday, here at BostonCollege,and is thankthe best?
Oh well.
whereas I haven't calculated a ful he got a full liberal arts education
GG: I worked with Dale
before he entered the work force.
derivative in over 10 years.
Earnhart Jr. at a NASCAR event
"A good, solid education proTH: What was the most
for TNT and got to hang out on
vides
you with perspective, if you
TH: What is the most renerve-racking aspect of being on
the race track.
take the time to learn," he
actually
ofcomedy?
warding
aspect
the show?
GG: Many of the episodes
GG: 1 get to make strangers said. "You can see the differentways
TH: Which was the worst?
involved the contestants voting
which business is conducted and
laugh really loud.
GG: There's no worst really,
howpeople act. Ifyoucombineedueachother into head-to-headcomcation with drive and intelligence,
you're in a goodplace."
In addition to his studies,Bahkta was moreinvolved in the campus
night life than in extracurriculars.
"Doing The Openingshowed by submitting interesting work, The only official clubhe belongedto
Katie Morris, BC '98, wasselected to appear on MTV Univermy bosses thatI have personality, I'll be able to move ahead in my was the College Republicans.
"I actually got punched in the
sity's show The Opening, ahow that I was willing to take a risk, career," she continued.
"Also, last year I was only face by a union activist in Faneuil
that follows college graduates that I can contribute something
through a day at their new jobs. interesting to the agency - and doing minor print ads. Within Hall, but other than taking my hits
She appeared on the show more that they can never predict what the past few months, I've written for the Republican party, 1 mostly
for thefun of the experiencerather I'm going to do next."
some radio campaigns that were engaged in nocturnal events," Bahthan furthering her career.
When MTV taped Morris selected by clients and produced, kta said.
"It was a greatday. The crew at her office, her week consisted which has been really fun."
After various business enfrom MTVU was awesome. It of "about 95 percent administraInstead of waiting for fame deavors, Bahkta traveled out to
was really fun to feel like I was a tive work," and during the few to come to her, Morris has relied Colorado and acquired a real estate
celebrity with cameras following months since the show aired, on the lessons learned during her developmentin Vail. While he was
me around, even if it was only Morris' workload has increased time obtaining her degree.
in Colorado his friends convinced
for a day. And I think the final to reflect her employer's increased
"My BC degree helps me him to try out for a spot on The Apin a variety of ways. First of all, prentice. Bahkta finally agreed to
product came out really well," confidence.
said Morris.
"I'd say now I'm doing 60 being an Eagle is an instant net- vie for a spot on the show.
The show was targeted for percent administrativework and working tool, particularly in the
"The casting call was humilicollege students, so Morris doubts 40 percent copywriting. So slowly Boston area. But more than the ating. It was in Omaha, Neb., and
that the experience directly afI'm gaining more responsibildegree, thetotal experienceofmy we had to stand in line all day long
fected her career.
four years at BC has made me a with a thousand other people, and
ity."
"It's not like any advertiswell-roundedindividualwho can you wait eight hours in the blazing
"Maybeit helped them realing agencies saw the clip and ize I was a little nutty - but in contribute much more than just sun with people who are clearly
suddenly wanted to hire me as a advertising,I think it's good to be my English major to my work," delusional about whetherthey were
said Morris.
juniorcopywriter, unfortunately," a little different."
going to get on the show or not,"
said Morris.
Morris is optimistic abouther
BC's traditionof service for said Bahkta.
There were some indirect skills for the future.
others has also been an asset in
Bahkta made it through the
"I'm still in the very early Morris' life after graduationg.
casting procedure, however, and
benefits, however, and going to
work with a camera crew in tow stages of my career. I've been
"My agency is active with described himselfas obviouslybehelped raise her status within her working at Allen & Gerritsen in community service, so I've found ingdelightedwith his success,but at
Watertown, Mass, for a little over that the interest I found in service the same time not surprised.
current agencey.
"The process solidified my a year.
and social justice at BC can beuti"I am fairly certainthere aren't
career goals which madememore
"My title hasn't changed. lized during my career as well." too many replicas of myself runfocused. And I think the whole - I'm still the creative manager,
Morris was grateful for the ning around, and if I justpresented
experiencehelped my career, in a but I am moving steadily toward experience of appearing on an myself, there wouldn't be many
sense, at the agency where I work becoming a juniorcopywriter. As MTV reality show, but her career alternatives to me," he said.
now," Morris said.
long as I continue to prove myself is based on much more than that.
The final round of interviews
Gary Gulman, BC '93, has
earned a living as a stand-up
comedian for the last six years.
He recently had the opportunity
to appear on the reality TV show
The Last Comic Standing.
The show aired twice a week
over the summer, andeach week it
was among the top five shows in
NBC's ratings. Comedians were
eliminated every week from the
house inwhich they all competed.
Gary came in third on the show;
since his appearance,he has seen
an impressive improvement in
his success as a comedian. The
Heights spoke with Gary through
e-mail about his experiencesand
his life after the show aired.

Bhakta's life after the show

Katie Morris, advertising

and psychological tests took place
in the beginning ofMay, and filming started shortly afterthe selections weremade. The entire season
took about eight weeks.
For the most part, Bahkta enjoyedhimselfwhile on the show.
"I enjoyed meeting all the
people; it is a very stimulating
environment,"he said.
He citedmeeting formerNew
York City Mayor Rudolph Guilianni as one of the high points of
the season.
"I liked the tasks with personal interactions, the ones where
you get out there and spend some
energy and sell something. I liked
getting outsideand being personal,
as opposedto staying in an office
where tempers can flare," said
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Fly Cheaper

Take a well deserved break this summer and explore the
world, visit StudentUnrverse.com for cheap Student Airfares
on major airlines to more than 1,000 destinations across
the US and around the world.
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couldn't last forever.
"I was stunned when I got
fired, 1 didn'tthink I would. I had
most everyone on my team defending me, which is rare," he said.
"That having been said, I was also

relieved. 1 could take it easy for
awhile. One of the most difficult
things about being on the show
was the sleep deprivationyou had
to

deal with."
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Travel along thesouthern
coast ofAfrica and continue

20 days

y
15 days
)rom

inland through tropical rainforest

vJOJi/ Vm the impressive VictoriaFalls.

Airfare is roundtripfrom Boston. Featured
packages do not include airfare. Subject to
change and availability.Taxes and other
applicable fees not included.
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617-354-7400
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Burritos
Tacos
Enchiladas

Quesadillas

"Best of Boston"
CHICKEN BURRITOS
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arid teos.vlsnSludontUnlwirae.com
lorcomplete rules. Fares are subject Id avalleblltyandchange vAhoutnotice.

StudentUniverse.com

said. He is goodat using thepower
of themediaandhe has the ability
to manipulate the media." But it
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"Trump has been successful
at using his real estate investments

Things didn't change for
Bahkta immediately after he left
theshow. He describedthe lag time
Bahkta.
between getting "fired" and the
Bhakta wasn't fond of all airing of the show as "a purgatory
the tasks. "The dog washing task of sorts," where he lived with the
was, for example, silly," he said. odd expectation of seeing himself
"Washing dogs in a public park on such a popular show.
He returned to working in
clearly doesn'thave that much to
do with high level business. Also, real estate because "once you're
the boardroomwas a fairly nervein real estate you'llalways be in
racking place. It was extremely real estate." He did receive calls
for interviews, but jobs weren't
unpredictable."
Despite his nerves in the exactly falling into his lap.
"People are not going to
boardroom, Bahkta enjoyed meetinvest in you just because you've
ing Donald Trump.
"I think we had fairly good been on television. It can get
interpersonalinteractions, despite you meetings with people who
thefact that he firedme. I get along wouldn'thave otherwisemet with
fine with him. Donaldis very much you," he said. "It opens doors,
like he appears on TV - a charisand then it becomes a question of
matic, self-appreciating, iconic whether you've got the goods to
billionaire," said Bahkta.
get the job done."
TheBC alumshares Trump's
Allin all, Bahktais gratefulto
interest in real estate, but from havehad this experience. "Life is
working with him on the show, he full of experiences,and this is one
doesn'tconsiderthat to be Trump's of those great experiences."

(
\u25a0

greatest achievement.

1294 Beacon Street
Coolidge Corner, Brookline
617-739-3900
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Food

Back to the
younger
years: PB&J
The peanut butter

and jelly sandwich is

HEIGHTS PHOTOS / MEGBESTE

A taste of
By Meg

SPAIN

Beste

Features Editor

k ne ofthe things that makesfood so great

I is that it can be shared with friends, and

Spanish tapas are a perfect example.
Shared between a few people(and over
a bottle ofwine), tapas are famous for being one ofthe
best social foods in the world.
Tapas are smallsnacks servedin most bars in Spain,
and they have becomea popularculinaryphenomenon
in the United States in recent years as well. They are
notmeant to be a substitutefor themain evening meal.
Rather, they serve to elongate the dining experience.
Tapas are analogous to the American appetizer. Most
of them arebased on light seafood and especially carbohydrates. Their saltiness makes consumers want to
drink more, andthe carbohydrates are burned quickly,
leavingthe customer hungry for dinner.
The word tapas comes from the Spanish verb
tapar, which means to cover. No one is quite sure what
the specific history of the dish is, but popular legend
maintains that thetradition of serving tapas originated
whenbar owners wereobliged to cover the glasses they
served their customers with a complimentary snack to
keep flies awayfrom the drink.
Few Spanish restaurants or Tapas Bars, however,
adhere to this. Today the traditionhas morphed (with
the help ofthe tourismindustry) into a series of dishes,
spanningmany culinary categories, which arebrought
out to a tableto be shared among friends - at a price, of
course. But that'sOK. Sharing dishes with yourfriends
is more fun anyway.
Since many of the more elaborate tapas are made
with veryexotic ingredients, tonot scare anyone away,
it is best to start with the most basic selection.
If you're looking to expand your skills in the
kitchen, invite a fewfriends overand have a tapasparty.
Unfortunately, the average college student hasneither
the finances nor the resources to make the more complicated dishes like Gambas AlAjillo (shrimp in a hot
garlic sauce) or the seafood dishes like fried calamari,
shrimp, or mussels. There are, however, dozensofeasy
dishes thatare basedon vegetables, garlic, olive oil, or
bread - most ofwhich are found in student kitchens.
One of the ingredients frequently used in thesimpler tapas is the potato. Here, both the patatas bravas
and the tortilla Espanola (Spanish omelet) are made
with this key ingredient. When cooking both dishes,
it is important to pay attention to the irregularities of
your stove: don't take the potatoes out of their pans
until they are fully cooked. Frequently the time allotted in the recipe is not sufficient to thoroughly cook
the potatoes.
The patatas bravas (brave potatoes) are a spicy,
Spanishversion ofhome-fries.The potatoes are cubed
and fried in oliveoil and seasonedwith various peppers
and salt. The paprika is the weaker spice in the dish, so
if you're not big on hot foods, adjust the amount you
include, and leave out cayenne pepper altogether. The
spicier you like things, the more you should add.
The other trick to watch out for is to not add too
many potatoes to the frying pan at one time. The potatoes won'tcook evenly and it will take longer ifyou
crowd the skillet. The fat in the oil is what gives the
potatoes their nice brown color when they're cooked
properly, so if all the oil in your pan evaporates, add

f
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RECIPES

Roasted-garlic aioli
(Makes about 1 cup)

Tostada de Setas

Ingredients:
1 roasted garlic bulb, cloves peeled
1
A teaspoon coarse salt
3 large egg yolks
Vi teaspoon Dijon mustard
3A cup olive oil
1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice

Ingredients:
Sliced bread (not sandwich bread)
1 tablespoon olive oil
4 ounces mushrooms, stems removed

Salt

1 teaspoon liquor, like sherry (optional)

Aioli
Heat the oil and add the mushrooms
and salt (and sherry). Cover the skillet
and lowerthe heat. Cook 10 minutes to
release the flavors, then drain the liquid.
Set the mushroom mix aside. Toast the

Process garlic cloves, salt, egg yolks, and mustard in a food
processor until combined, about five seconds. With processor
running, pour in 1A cup oil in a slow, steady stream; process
until mixture is slightly thickened, about 10 seconds. With
processor still running, pour in remaining Vi cup oil in a slow,
steady stream; process until mixture is thick. Stir in lemon
juice. Yolks are not cooked.

bread and top with Aioli and mushroom
mix. Broil for up to one minute to color Tortilla Espanola (potato omelet)
more.
the top.
Ingredients:
The tortillaEspanolacontains thewonderful comAbout 8 new (red) potatoes
bination ofeggs and potatoes. It is a surprisinglyhearty Patatas bravas
5 tablespoons olive oil
dish, given the fact that tapas aren't really intendedto Ingredients:
1 medium onion, diced
be a full meal.This dish can be spiced up with cayenne
pepper and paprika as well. If you care to stray from
the dish's Spanish heritage, adding salsa and cheese
also increases the flavors.
The last category of dorm-friendly tapas top
slices of toasted bread - very similar to the Italian
bruschetta. You can be creative with these too. Add
any combination of vegetables(like artichoke hearts,
asparagus,peppers, tomatoes,etc.) on top of the toast.
These snacks usually includetheMediterraneanclassic
aioli, which is meant to be spread on the toast before
the toppings are added.
So, invite a few friends over and flex your muscles
in thekitchen. Once you've graduatedfrom thesebasic
courses, go out into Boston to a tapasrestaurant to see
what else Spain has to offer.

5 large potatoes
1 teaspoon paprika
1 tablespoon olive oil
2 garlic cloves, finely diced
1A cup tomato sauce
3 tablespoonsmayonnaise
Cayenne pepper, if desired

5 eggs

Salt & pepper, to taste

Peel and slice the potatoes. Heat four tablespoons oil in a
large frying pan and add the potatoes and season with salt.
Cover and cook over a medium-low heat for 10 minutes,
stirring occasionally. Add the onions, and cook 5 minutes
more, until the vegetablesare tender. Let the potatoes cool
Peel the potatoes and boil for about 10 10minutes. Beat the eggs with Vi teaspoon of salt and pepminutes. Drain the water and cube the per in a large bowl. Add to the potato mix. Pour the eggs
potatoes. Preheat the olive oil in a frying into
the pan and cook over medium-low heat for just under
pan, then saute the potatoes until brown 10 minutes, until the omelet is browned underneath and the
and firm. Mix the rest of the ingredients top is set around the edges. Slide it out onto a plate. Place
to make the spicy sauce in a separate the pan over the top of the plate and invert the omelet back
bowl. Heat the sauce and toss the sauce into the pan. Return to the heat and cook for 3-4 minutes,
with the potatoes or serve separatelyfor until the base is lightly browned. Slide the omelet onto a
dipping.
serving plate. Serve hot, cut in wedges.

a symbol ofyouthful
culinary exuberance.
We allrememberthe
halcyon days of a
peanut butter and jelly
sandwich and a glass
Tim
of milk for lunch. It
czerwienski hearkens
back to the
days when it was still
cool to wear overalls, when a bowl
haircut wasn't really that dorky, when
you could spend an entire afternoon
watching cars run over GI Joes that you
had placed in the middleofthe street.
OK, maybe I was the only one
who did that, but 1 wasn't the only one
who loved the PB&J. I'm also probably
not the only one who has wondered
just howpeanut butter and jellygot
together. Peanut butter and jelly isn't as
logical a combinationas, say, ham and
eggs, salt and pepper, or Scooby and
Shaggy. PB&J is delicious, but unless
someone told you it was good thatfirst
time, you'd never think to put them on
a sandwich.
For all of the scholarship done
regarding the peanut butter and jelly
phenomenon, noone has come up
with a definitive answer to the question of the origin of PB&J. The most
dominant theory dates back to the end
of WWII. Both peanutbutter and jelly
were included in therations ofAmerican soldiers serving overseas. Once the
war was over and all of those soldiers
returned home, sales of the two delicious spreads skyrocketed. There's no
proof, but the connection seems logical.
Like the flavors themselves, the origin
ofPB&J, born on the battlefieldsof
Europe and Asia, is bittersweet.
I find that a recurring theme in
this column is simplicity, and you can't
get much simpler thanpeanut butter
and jellyin terms of preparation.The
variations on the ingredients, though,
are myriad. For instance, some prefer
chunky peanut butter over the creamy
variety. Don't even get me started on
jelly. OK, OK, I'll start. There'sthe
standard, grape, but also strawberry,
raspberry, boysenberry,loganberry, and
pretty much any berry you can think of.
Don't forget marmalade, too.
If jellyisn't your cup of tea,
you can always fall back on jams or
preserves. There's a difference between
the three, in case you didn'tknow. Jelly
is made from fruit juice. It's clear and
firm. Jam is made from a combination
offruit pieces and fruit puree. Preserves
contain large or whole pieces of fruit.
In today's diet-crazedworld, the
health valueof the peanut butter and
jelly sandwich has come under fire. The
critics have a goodpoint - a normal
PB&J on whitebread contains about 18
grams of fat, 3.5 gramsof saturatedfat,
and 403 calories. If those numbers mean
nothing to you, then go ahead and have
another. Ifyou're trying to slim down
for the spring Dustbowl tanning season,
however,here are some suggestions
for a healthierpeanut butter and jelly

sandwich.

Firstly, use only one piece ofwhole
grain bread. Whole grain has fewer
calories and more vitamins than white,
and you'll also have half the amount of
bread as a normal sandwich. Use jam
instead of jelly, since jamusually has
less sugar than jelly. Add your peanut
butter, fold, and enjoy. You're eating a
PB&J with about half the calories of the

traditional kind.

Ifyou're looking to spice up your

PB&J, consider adding a third element,

MarshmallowFluff. I advise spreading peanut butter on one slice ofbread,
Fluff on the other, and droppingthe jelly in between. Otherwise, things could
get messy. You can alsomake a grilled
PB&J. Prepare a regular sandwich,
spread butter on either side, and grill it
overa hot skillet, just like youwould a
grilled cheese sandwich. You can also
just slap a PB&J on your Foreman grill
for a toasty treat. Remember: Variety is
the spice of life, even for an old standby
like peanut butter and jelly.

Tim Czerwienski is the specialprojects
editor ofThe Heights. His column appears every Thursday in this space.
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CLASSIFIEDS
TRAVEL

REAL ESTATE

HELP WANTED

OTHER

Spring Break2006. Travel with
STS, America's#1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring on-campusreps. Call
for group discounts. Information/
Reservations (800) 648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING. Great
Places Realty Don't Settle for
LESS!!! CALL US AT (617) 2549400 for the Largest and Best
Quality Selection. Located close
to BC!!! NEXT TO COLLEGE
SUBS (617) 254-9400 WE'LL
PICK YOU UP GREAT PLACES
REALTY, RENTALSOFFCAMPUS

TRAVELLING UNIVERSITY
POSTER SALES AGENTS,
Needed: 60 people to travel
across America to sell posters
from mid-August to the end of
September. Travel and accommodation paid for. Call (617)
522-5771. E-mail collegesales
@globalprints.com.

Egg Donors Needed. Helpmake
a couple's dream of becoming
parents come true by becoming
an egg donor. Very generous
compensation and expenses
paid. Ages 21-32. Non-smokers
only. For more informationplease
visit our Web site at www.robertnicholsesq.com or contact Christine or Liz at (781) 769-6900.

REAL ESTATE
First Capital Realty Group
\/u~
r
cti mine
-i
.
STUDIOS,
1, o
2, <£3+
We r>rr~
Offer
BEDROOM APTS. All the Best
Campus Locations! No fee Apts!
Call (617) 536-2552 or visit us at
288 Newbury St.

Spacious room available for
rent NOW in an apartment with
3BC juniors, single or double
space: 2021 Commonwealth Aye.
Rent very negotiable. Please cmailpynemb@bc.edu.

HELP WANTED

NEED A SUMMER JOB? Looking for students to be painters in
Needham during the summer.
Call Genna at 609-560-8628.

PURCHASING ASSISTANT,
Person required to assist in all
aspects of purchasing for a busy
poster Co. in JP. Must have
strong access and accountancy
background. Start immediately.
Call (617) 522-5771.

Summer Work. Excellent Pay.
Start ? W
schedules. Customer sales/services. No experience necessary,
AH majors welcome. All ages
8+
a am/
Bost n ( 7 Bl
h
A
vers/N. Shore
(978) 774-7700.
workforstudents.com.
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Need an extra $36 000 a year?
Vending business for sale. Sell
$5,000. (800)568-1281 or vendingfriends.com.
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Don't forget to check the
online classifieds that are
always being updated with
neWj online classifieds.
www.bcheights.com
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PSYCH C RE DINGS Wi help
you in love, business, and all
..,
,
matters of life. Cal today for a
better tomorrow. Also available
house cal sand parties. We
Call for
giVe a
appointment. (617) 738-5125.
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The Humane Chanrty Seal
of Approval guarantees
that a rteaMi charity funds

#

vital patient services

or life-saving medical
research, but never
animal experiments,

#

*

#
Council on Human* Giving
Washington, D.CwvtvrHumaneSea) org
302-686-2210, aXL 335
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IF YOU'RE CARING FOR
ANOTHER FAMILY

MEMBER, TRYING YOUR
HARDEST AND DOING
YOUR BEST ARE TWO

DIFFERENT THINGS.

We Found Stars Right Here on Earth.

#
As a shooting star with Ernst & Young, your opportunities are endless.
Welcome to our newest stars from Boston College.
Lyndsay Bordeau
Timothy Brosnan

Marc Candido
Claire Copeland
Claire Dulligan
John Geiger

Gloria Gao
Victoria Hellen
Charles Kirn
Emily Klopper
Rayna Kumar

One out of five adults finds
themselves as the designated
"caregiver" for a loved one who
can't manage alone. This role
can often snowball, placing

Katherine Lee
Joseph Miele
Brian Misasi
Edmond Murphy
Stephen Oben
Michael Protasewich

more and more demands on
the family caregiver. In trying to

do it all, you may reach a point
of diminishing returns where
the level of care despite your
best efforts may be less than
it could or should be. That's
where we can help. Visit
www.familycaregivinglOl
.org and discover a world of
support, answers and advice

-

-

ey.com/us/careers

Audit

?

Tax

?

Transaction Advisory Services

-

for both ofyou.

SH ERNST &

iOUNG

fDll

Fkmily
Caregiving
It's not all up to you.

From the National Family
CaregiversAssociation and

theNational Alliance for Caregiving
with the generous support ofEisai Inc.
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Sometimes it just comes together, even for Roy
Nick Tuths
Sometimes it just comes together. Sometimes
Ken Griffey Jr. catches the ball in thatbeautiful
stroke of his and you weren't sure if the stadium
could hold it. Or Reggie Miller gets a small shove
in against a New YorkKnicks guard and scores
eightpoints in just undernine seconds. Or Vinateri
digs a ball out of the snow in the playoffs and there
is no doubt that it's goingthrough the uprights.
Some things just come together at the right time;
this UNC team is one of those things.
TwoNCAA tournaments ago, Roy Williams
wouldn'ttalk about it. And the players from this
team
you couldn't get them to talkto each
other, letalone talk about winning a championship
together. No, coach Williams was wiping the tears
from the faces of his Kansas players, and Rashad
McCants, Scan May, and Raymond Felton were
running aman named Matt Doherty out of Chapel
Hill. From the looks of those two pictures, you
never could have imagined it. But some things are
bigger than imagination. Sometimes it is written
in the sky, andthe moons align, and all is peaceful

.

in the world. And then sometimes, it's just a phone
call.
"Mr. Williams, I'm calling to offer you the job
of coaching the North Carolina Tar Heels."
He has said that it was the hardest decision he
everhad to make. But at this point, we all know
better. I'm not calling Roy Williams a liar, because
I don'tknow him that well, but I think it is pretty
clear that this job was meant to be taken by one
coach and one coach only. When that call came in,
his bags werepacked.
So how did he do it? How did he string
togetherthis group ofmisfits? How did he make
a group thathad been labeled "mercenary talent"
trust each other? Team hugs? No. Truth or dare at
a campout? No. Sing-a-longs? No well, not yet.
He pulled a page out ofHerb Brooks's bag. Brooks,
pretty much wrote thebook on bringingtogether a
splintered squad about 25 years ago.
Roy Williams workedthem until they had
nobodyto turn to. He ran them so hard that they
were forced to lean on each other in order to stand
at all. Coach heldpractices for so long, that were so
draining, that theplayers say the court was soaked
with sweat to thepoint where it wasn't even pos-

.

sible to make sharp cuts anymore. When they left
the court, everything thatthey thought theyknew
remained on the court. Their idea of "hard work"
- left behind on the court. Their idea ofwhat it
meantto practice - leftbehind. Their preconceived
notions ofeach other and why they couldn't get
along - left behind.
Coachmade sure that they left puddles of
theirformer selves behind them - then he made
them sing. As the story goes, it was a day where
theplayers and coaches ran a basketballcampfor
youngsters. Neither the coaches nor the players
wantedto practice, and the players deserved a day
off, but no coach can admit he doesn't want to hold
practice. So a deal was cut. Their afternoon practice
wouldbe cancelled - ifthe players had a good day
running the camp, hit a quota offree throws, and
everyone sang a song about the coaches. It had to
mention all of the coaches - and it had to be good
- or no deal.
The team emerged from the lockerroom with
an idea. Inspiredby toughpractices, the movie
Rocky, and a Starbucks commercial, their song was
to the tune of "Eye of the Tiger." They started it
with "Roy! Roy, Roy, Roy", and the coaches and

players alike couldn't stop laughing. Williams had
to stop himselffrom crying. He saw his group of
talentedboys becoming a talentedteam of men.
The song was a hit, and everyone got the day off
they deserved.
People have said that Williams is getting too
much creditfor the success ofhis championship
team. After all, he didn'trecruit them. He also got
to skip the first year, andreturn to ChapelHill as
the prodigal son, which is a favorable label. At least
it's nicer thanthe one that Doherty had to leave
with, which was "loser."Labels can be cruel. Ask
the team that was labeled as selfish, and the coach
that was labeled as "unable to win the big one." The
prodigal son returns, unites a fracturedprogram,
and finallywins the championship that he has been
desperatelychasing. The championship he would
have neverwon in Kansas. The championship this
team wouldhave neverwon without him.
Sometimes it just comes together.

Nick Tuths is a staff writerfor The Heights. He is a
junior in the College ofArts andSciences.
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Las Vegas

wins
across
America
Travel, from B8
toface off against the University of
Oklahoma at 1 p.m. on Saturday,
followed by Oklahoma State at 10
a.m. Sunday.
The Eagles first matchup
against Oklahoma should be a
close one. The Sooners have an
overall record of 10-8. Coming
off a four gamelosing streak,they
just defeated Oral Roberts 7-0.

With both teams fresh off a win, it
should prove to be a good match.
The second match-up for the
Eagleswill takeplace in Stillwater,
Okla. The Cowgirls ofOklahoma
State have a not-too-impressive
record of5-11. After a recent loss
to Nebraska, they are going to be
looking for another win to tack
onto their record. Their only big
advantage is that the rest of their
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One-way with 14-day advance purchase

WHEN YOU PURCHASE AT SOUTHWEST.COM.
Fares do not include a federal excise tax of $3.20 per takeoff and landing.
Wanna get away? Now you can. Fly Southwest
Airlines for just $39 - $149 one-way when
you purchase at southwest.com. Be sure to
purchase your ticket at least 14 days in

advance and by April 21, 2005. Seats are
limited.Fares may vary by destination and day
of travel and won't be available on some flights
that operate during very busy travel times.

YET?

HAVE YOU DOWNLOADED

It delivers our hottest deals directly to your desktop. Get it at southwest.com.
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Feeling sports
deprived after
the letdown from
hockey and
basketball?
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season will be played at home.
The Eagles are going to look
for strong performances from juniorSzilviaSzegedi,playing in the
No. 1 position, and seniors Nida
Waseem, Morgan Landes, and
Amy Molden, whohas beendominating in the past few matches. A
good match from freshman Gia
Nafarrete, playing at the No. 3
position, will be key as well. The
Eagles seem to have their matches
under control and are giving their
opponents something to be worried about. On this track, they
should have no trouble bringing
their streak up to eight in a row
this weekend.

D par h

Service may not be
availablefrom all cities. Offer
applies t0 Southwest-operated,
published, scheduled service only.

Bfl

Fares do not include airport-assessed passenger facility charges (PFC) of up to $9 and a federal September 11th Security Fee of up to $5 one-way. Tickets are nonrefundable but may be applied toward future travel on Southwest
Airlines. Fares are subject to change until ticketed. Any change in itinerary may result in an increase in fare. Service to and from Orange County airport not included. Fares are combinable with other Southwest Airlines fares.
If combining with other fares, all ticketing restrictions apply. ©2002,2005 Southwest Airlines Co.

Fear not. Tennis
and baseball are
tearing the Big
East a new one.

Come write
about it for
The Heights

Sundays
4 p.m.
Eagle's Nest

Thursday, April 7, 2005
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE

NOTEBOOK

"A leading candidatefor the 2005 Bo Kimble/Miles Simon Award. I couldn't have been less impressed
he'sfour years awayfrom hisfirst Slamball game."
?

Snickenberger tops BC board

?ESPN columnist Bill Simmons, on Rashad McCants

The men'sgolfteam finished 10thoverall at the ForestOaks Intercollegiate,a two-day tournamentplayed atthe Forest Oaks Country
Club in Greensboro, N.C. Alex Snickenbergerlead the team with a
strong performance thatput him 14th overall. The freshman is now
averaging75.94 perround. It was the second consecutive tournament
that Snickenbergerfinished atop the Boston College leaderboard.
Bob Reed led the Eagles afterthe first two rounds and finished
17th overall, shooting 74-76-77.
Kyle Kelly, team captain,began the tournament strong, shooting
a plus-2 in the first round, but fell back when he finished shooting
80-79 in the final two rounds, good for 38th overall.
Jim Rooney and Jim Granello finished out the Eagles' team,
coming in 52nd and 61st, respectively.

EDITOR'S PICK
Golf The Masters
Where: Augusta National

When: Thursday-Sunday
TV: CBS

?

Roy Williamswon the national championship. The Red Sox won the World Series. Welp, you should have known the planets were aligned when
Phil Mickleson started the losers comeback tour last year at the Masters. Don't be surprised ifErnie Els gets his first Green Jacket.

Pope saved goals in Unearned runs
earn victory for
net before souls
Armstrong, from B8
day window, basically.
"The job comes first, of
course," said DeFilippo.
But on that day, I'm pretty
sure the Jesuits don'thave any
complaints with their athletic
director stopping by to say hello
to the

Catholic Church's leader.

This wasn't beatingNotre
Dame under theraised arms of
Touchdown Jesus or remembering the Miracle in Miami with
Flutie's Hail Mary.
This was more.
So how does it go? How
does meeting the pope happen?
"Well, it was in Saint Peter's
Square. He came out every
Wednesday to see the people.
You go up and kneel. Youkiss
his ring, and then you are justhit
with the power. It's truly amazing," said DeFilippo.
Ah, the power. DeFilippo,
of course, was talking about the
spiritual kind. But apparently, the
pope was also a big sports fan.
Ifhe wasAmerican, maybe he
wouldhave hit for power.
But he was from Poland, and
he played Polish kinds of sports.
Skiing was a pastime when he
wasn't rolling around in the
pope mobile or saving the world.
Kayaking and playing soccer
were also parts ofhis youth.
First thing he did to one

C /*\4" r\ f* r\\f C

lUUjr O

of the retreat houses when he
became pope? Added a pool.
A daredevil (err dareangel?) of
sorts, the pope was known in his
youngeryears to jump in some
wild waterwhen not saving goals
(not yet souls) on the soccer
field.
Before he chose John Paul 11
as his name-to-go-by, there was
"Lolekthe goalie."Impressive
talent in net, according to his

biographer.
But he chose a different
path. 1 guess the big guy in the
sky calledLolek to a higher calling thankicking soccer balls.
No soccer was played between DeFilippo andKane or the
pope on that day three years ago.
DeFilippo's more of a football
guy, andKane's a track and field
fella. Sports, they shared in common with the pope, though. That
and faith.
In less than two weeks
they'll be heading back to Italy.
Same old vacation.
Just a differentpower in
Rome.
A different feeling for DcFilippo andKane.

Kevin Armstrong is the sports
editor of The Heights. His columns appear every Monday and
Thursday.
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seven unanswered runs on the
Northeastern bullpen overthe next
three innings.
A late charge by the Huskies
was to no avail, as they scoredfour
runs against theBC bullpen butfell
three scores short.
Doyle had his longest start of
the season, going 6.1 innings and
giving up four runs on sixhits. He
also struck out four Northeastern
batters.
"Thebiggest thingfor us was
Doyle. We had a short pen and he
really gave us a strong outing,"
said Delaney, who had two runs
and two RBI on two hits for the
game.
After an "exhausting" four
games in three days, Delaney and
the squad have a two-day break
before a weekend series against
Notre Dame.
The Irish were picked as the
pre-seasonfavorite in theBig East,
but have slipped latelywith only a
3-3 record inBig East games.
BC has climbed all the way
to second in College Baseball
Insider's Northeast regional poll
and received votes in the USA
Today/ESPN Coaches poll. The
Eagles currently hold the top spot
in the Big East.

INSTITUTE OF ART
LONDON

Box Score
BC 10, NORTHEASTERN 7
Northeastern

AB

Emanuele cf
Sidhu ss

5

R

H

RBI

Paquettelb
Bush 3b/p
Heriotdh
Ursonepr
Chin 2b
Morizioc
Porter ph
Milanoc
Maherlf
Nutting2b/3b
Lyon rf
Foxph/rf
Fantaroni ph/lf
Madison p
Piryk p
Duggins p
Besse p

12 0
4
0
0
1
3
110
2
2
5
4
4
0
2 0
0
1
0
0
10
0 0
3
110
10
10
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
3
12 0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0 0

Totals

34

7

11

6

Boston College

AB

R

H

RBI

Preziosi 1b

5
0
0
3
0

0
10
0
0
0
0
0 0
10 0
0
0 0
3
2 0
2
2 2
12 2
0
0 0
111
2
0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0
8
15 8

Napolitano2b
Boggan ph/2b
Frates 3b
MackoMb
McGuire 3b
Delaney dh
Locke rf
McGill If
Flynn ss
Weiss p
Ayers p
Doyle p
Totals

--

-

4
4
4
4
3
3
3
0
38

The women's soccer team opened spring play on a high note

Saturday, beating Vale 4-2.
Freshman Kia McNeill set the tone early when she collected
a pass from Heather Ferron and put it in the net from 15 yards out.
Two minutes later, April Joy Millado fed McNeill, who was fouled
on the way to the goal. The play continued andTara Luciani finished
the drive for the goal.
BC's third goal came when Jenny Maurer went up the sideline
and gave a pass into the box. Vale was unable to clearthe ball and
Ferron took advantageby shooting the ball into an unguarded net.
In the secont period, Vale got on the scoreboardquick with two
consecutive goals. The Eaglesresponded though when Ferron took
anotherpass inside the box, this timefrom Luciani, and easily put it
in the net to make it 4-2. The goal was Ferron's second on the day.
The Eagles next spring games will be for the Beanpot

Re-peat for Roy?
After they won theNCAA basketballchampionship, one leading
member of the University ofCarolina will leavefor the NBA draft,
while another will stay.
Coach Roy Williams expects guard Rashad McCants to opt out
of his senior season for the NBA draft. Fellow senior, Scan May,
suggested he wouldreturn.
During the victory celebration Tuesday afternoon, May told the
crowd, "I love ya'll. Thank ya'll We're going to try to come back
and do it next year."
Williams confirmed the intentions of May, but also suggested
other non-seniors might gopro.
McCants had 14points, two rebounds, and an assist in the 75-70
against Illinois. He averaged 16 points and threerebounds pergame
during the season.

-

-

Northeastern
Madison
Piryk
Duggins
Besse
Bush

IP
H R
ER BB SO
4.0 4
3 3
4
2
2046410
1.0 0 1 0 1 1
1.0 0
0 0 1 1
1.0 0
0 0
0
2

Boston College
Doyle
Preziosi

IP
6.1
0.2
1.0

Napolilano

H
6
0
3

R
4
0
1

0

ER
4

BB
5
0

1

0

SO

4

0
1
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NOW HIRING DRIVERS
For Our NEW LOCATION

Bcncringredients.
Better Pizza.

?

GOLF

Soccer in the spring

E Nutting (4); Piryk(1); Duggins (1). DP -BC
1; SHU 1. LOB BC 5; Northeastern 7. 2B
McGuire; DeLaney; Locke; Emanuele (4);
Heriot (3); Morizio (4). HR Seratelli (4). HBP
Pappas. SH Preziosi (5); Weiss (2) SB
Delaney (7); McGill (6); Pahuta(1); Sullivan

-

WOMEN'S

Led by Katie Napleton, who has been BC's top finisher in all
three of the tournaments thisspring, the women's golf team took 10th
at the Lady Hoya Invitational over the weekend.
Napletonfinished plus-17 on thepar 72 course at theRaspberry
Fall Golf Club in Restin, Va. Her score was good for 26th overall.
Senior captains Moira O'Connell and Tiffany Wernig tiedfor
43rd place overall. They each finished plus-21 in the tournament,
finishing just ahead of juniorLiz Friel, who shot a plus-22, good for
a tic in 47th place.
Freshman Lara Smilnak rounded out the Eagles placement,
shootingplus-28 on the course and ranking 58th in the tournament.

road warriors
Northeastern, from B8
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Driver Awards for Safe Delivery Hours

Flexible Hours that meet your needs
Must be 18 years of Age, Valid drivers
License, Insurance and your vehicle.
?And Competitive Hourly wage paid weekly
meet Motor Vehicle Requirements
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Apply In-Person At
POSTGRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
MA DEGREES AND POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS
SEMESTER OR YEAR ABROAD
SUMMER STUDY IN LONDON

Earn college credits this summer
at Fairfield

University

A wide array of three-credit

courses is available
On Campus

j

11 t

One-Week Sessions
May 25-June 1
August 3-9

*

Online Courses
June 1-July 22

ART BUSINESS
FINE AND DECORATIVE ART
CONTEMPORARY ART

mm

-J

EAST ASIAN ART

?

SB
?

PHOTOGRAPHY: HISTORIC & CONTEMPORARY

WWW.SOTHEBYSINSTITUTELONDON.COM
EMAIL: INFO@SOTHEBYSINSTITUTELONDON.COM
P: 212-349-1430 (US)
30 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, WID IAU, UK
SOTHEBY'S INSTITUTE OF ART-LONDON IS A
DIVISION OF CAMBRIDGE INFORMATION GROUP.

Four-Week Sessions
June 6-July 1
July 5-29

?

Take courses from home or anywhere you have
Internet access.
Fit school conveniently into your summer plans.
Study biology, English, computer programming,
economics, politics, psychology, or sociology.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT

jfj Fairfield
%p^ UNIVERSITY
Jesuit. Personal. Powerful.

for information
Call

254-4110 To register: (203) 254-4288
e-mail: ucadvise@mail.fairfield.edu

(203)

?
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Sports
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BASEBALL

Seven
runs
earn

win
Tom Wiedeman
Assoc. Sports Editor

By

PHOTO COURTESYOF GENEDEFILIPPO

Looking into the eyes of the Catholic Vicar, Athletic Director Gene DeFilippo and wife Anne were overwhelmed by the power of Pope John Paul II in St. Peter's Square.

DeFilippo was wowed by the pope
You'reGene DeFilippo.
You've seen a few things in
your life. Athletics has been pretty
good to ya. There's the nice salary.
The travel tickets across the nation.
Dinners at swanky places. Donors
patting yourback, shaking your
hands, and, hopefully, writing you
Kevin
checks. Needless to say, it's going to
Armstrong
take a lot to impress you. No North
End dinner with Rick Pitino, an old
colleague from Kentucky, is going to impress much.
A night out with Tom Coughlin is too BC.
So what's it going to take? How are you going
to be impressed? Who's going to do it? Well, there
was the timeyou met Bill Clinton at a Georgetown-

BC basketballgame.There was the trip to the White
House with the hockey team to celebrate its national
championship in 2001. A nice handshake with Dubya
was in order. All captured on photo. All hanging on
your office wall. But all those were kind of, blah,
comparedto the 2002 meeting you had.
It was three years ago in the original North End,
aka Rome. Saint Peter's Square was the spot, and
guess who was there? Let's just say he was a sports
deity of sorts.
No, it wasn'tGod Shammgod. But close. And it
also was not Jesus Shuttlesworth. Nor was it Moses
Malone. Can't even say it was the recently deceased
"Minister ofDefense" Reggie White. Instead, it was
another sports nut. His name?Karol Jozef Wojtyla.
He was Wojo before Wojo, apparently. You may know

SWEEPING UP AFTER HUSKIES

him better as John Paul 11. Straight out of the Polish
soccer fields, sitting on his chair in Vatican City.
"Well, I've had the privilege to meet two presidents, but none of those were like this. It was, well,
the only way I can really put it is overwhelming,"
saidDeFilippo. "It's just the power thatyou feel coming from him."
Three of thepast four years he has taken the
trip to Italywith his wife as well as JohnKane, the
senior associate athletic director at BC, and his wife.
Of course, with hockey and football leaving little
room for a break, DeFilippo and wife, Anne, have to
schedule the trip in between the near annual trip to
the FrozenFour and football's spring game. It's a 10

See Armstrong, B7

In a back-and-forth game
marked by extended scoring
spurts, the baseball team used the
game's longest and largest run to
overcome a resilient Northeastern
University squad, 10-7.
Senior Drew Locke broke
a 3-3 tic in
Boston College 10
the top of
Northeastern 7
the fifth inningwith an RBI doubleto put the
Eagles (19-7, 6-1) aheadfor good
as Boston College scored seven
unanswered runs in the middle
innings yesterday afternoon at
FriedmanDiamond.
The win returned BC to its
winningways followingTuesday's
10-4 loss to Central Connecticut
State. The squad had been 17-2
in its previous 19 games prior to
the loss.
The Eagles got off to a fast
start against Northeastern starter
Jim Madison, knocking in three
runs in the first two innings to
jump out to a 3-0 lead. Third
baseman JaredMcGuire began the
scoring after he stole second and
reached home on leftfielder Jason
Delaney's double to left center.
Delaney then scored on a shot by
Locke to give BC a 2-0 lead.
McGuire's swipe was one of
four on the game for the Eagles,
giving the team 68 on the year, 12
morethan all of last season.
Northeasternshotback in the
fourth inning, tying thegame at 3-3
on a two-run homer by Tim Bush
and wild pitch from BC starter
Terry Doyle (3-0) that scoredMatt
Morizio.
BC responded immediately
in the top of the fifth, scoring

See Northeastern, B7

Serving and volleying their
way across America's courts
Men head to North Carolina and
women go to Oklahoma looking to
make streaks run longer
By Allison

Tennis Travels
After a combined 10 straight victories, the men's and women's tennis
teams are geared up for their respective trips to North Carolina and
Oklahoma this weekend.

Watras

Heights Staff

HEIGHTS PHOTO / NICKTARNOFF

Michelle Daly windmilled home two wins for the Eagles yesterday. BC swept its
doubleheader against UConn. Daly allowed only two runs on the day as BC won both
contests, 4-1.

"We're going streaking! Up through the quad and into the
gymnasium..." Sorry Frank, not thatkind of streaking. But, there
is anotherkind of streakinggoing on forBoston College's tennis
teams. Themen's andwomen'ssquads are taking it to theroad this
weekend, in hopes ofcontinuing theirwinning streaks: the women
currently have six wins in a row and the men have four.
The men's team, sitting with a 6-9 record, has struggled a
little this season, but its recent spur of wins bode well for the
week ahead.On Saturday, it will travel to Charlotte, N.C. to face
not one, but two opponents.
Thefirst men's match against UNC-Charlotte, taking place
at 10 a.m., seems to be a good start for the Eagles. The 49ers
hold a record of 8-8, but have justrecently come away with two
losses. BC willtry to takeadvantageofthe this current weakness.
Being the alma mater ofhead coach Scott Wilkins, a win would
definitelybe satisfyingfor the Eagles.
The Eagles will face off against the Royals of Queens University at 3 p.m. With a few postponed games,the Royals hold
a record of just 5-8.
"These are teams we have never played before, so we can
only see what they look like on paper. You can neverreally tell
justfrom that," said senior Derrick Chou. Even with that, he still
givesencouraging words about the two matches. "We are very
optimistic. I think we are going to take all of them."
With some strong performances by sophomore Soma Kesthely, seniors Chou and Chris McCoy, and the rest of the team
these games could bring the Eagles record up to a respectable
.500.
The women having defeated a bigger streak in their midst
at the moment, defeatingthe last six teams they went up against.
With arecord of9-6, they are traveling to Oklahomathisweekend
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See Travel, B6

Chris McCoy and the men will look to continue theirstreak.
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the new and the old. midterms are over but the summer's
far away, give yourself a break and a taste of the summer
to come, chill out with some quality tv time and turn off your
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the SCENE this weekend
Time to turn up
the Heat until its
Hot Hot C4

Johnathan Rice on
a new CD and new

source C8

The band that opened
the door for the bands of
the moment now has a
chance to make it.

Recently appearing in
Boston, the singer talks
about how he came to
tour with R.E.M.

Author Jonathan
Safran Foer spoke to
The Heights about his
writing and reads today
on campus.
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THURSDAY

BOWLINGFORSOUP.COM

BOWLING FOR SOUP

CONCERTS
BOWLING FOR SOUP
6 p.m.
Avalon
Tickets $15
Tickets available at
www.nextticketing.com
SOLE AND
PEDESTRIAN
8 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $12
Tickets availableat
www. ticketmaster.com
BADFISH
8:30 p.m.
Roxy

Tickets $12
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
JUMP LITTLE
CHILDREN
9 p.m.
Paradise Rock Club
Tickets $15
Tickets available at
www.nextticketing.com

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

ON CAMPUS

CONCERTS

CONCERTS

CONCERTS

VOICES OF IMANI
7 p.m.
Free
Trinity Chapel on
Newton Campus

DARKBUSTER
6 p.m.
Axis
Tickets $12
Tickets available at
www.nextticketing. com

TORI AMOS
7:30 p.m.
Orpheum Theatre
Tickets $34.50 - 45
Tickets availableat
www.ticketmaster.com

CONCERTS

MINDLESS SELF
INDULGENCE
6:30 p.m.
Avalon
Tickets $16
Tickets available at
www. nextticketing.com

WAAF INDOOR BEACH
PARTY: BLACK LABEL
SOCIETY WITH ZAKK
WYLDE
7 p.m.
Tsongas Arena
Tickets $30
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

BATTLEFIELD BAND
8 p.m.
Somerville Theatre
Tickets $21.50 - 27.50
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
THE NEW DEAL
8 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $20
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
THEYELLOWJACKETS
SONGBOOK
8:15 p.m.
Berklee Performance
Center
Tickets $15 - 20
Tickets availableat
www.ticketmaster.com
MONO
9 p.m.
TT's
Tickets $10
Tickets available at
www. ticketmaster.com
WAILERS
9 p.m.
Paradise Rock Club
Tickets $22.50
Tickets availableat
www.nextticketing.com

WBCN ROCK N ROLL
RUMBLE
9 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $9
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

SATURDAY

ELLIS PAUL
8 p.m.
SomervilleTheatre
Tickets $12
Tickets available at
www. ticketmaster.com
LEWIS BLACK
8 p.m.
Orpheum Theatre
Tickets $37.50 - 45.50
Tickets available at
www. ticketmaster.com

THE NEW DEAL
8 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $20
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

SOULSIRKUS
8 p.m.
Somerville Theatre
Tickets $24.50 - 34.50
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

PROJECTOBJECT.COM

PROJECT/OBJECT

CONCERTS

THE KILLS
8 p.m.
Paradise Rock Club
Tickets $12
Tickets available at
www. nextticketing.com

PROJECT/OBJECT

BOOKS ON TAPE AND
MISS FAIRCHILD
9 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $8
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

JOSEPH ARTHUR
8 p.m.
Paradise Rock Club
Tickets $10
Tickets availableat
www.nextticketing.com

COMEDY
JOHN WITHERSPOON
8:15 p.m.
Comedy Connection
Tickets $20
Tickets available at

8 p.m.
MiddleEast
Tickets $17
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

VIRTUOSO AND DR.
FROG
8 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $10
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

WIDESPREAD PANIC
7:30 p.m.
Agganis Arena
Tickets $35
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

AND YOU WILL KNOW
US BY THE TRAIL OF
DEAD
8 p.m.
Axis
Tickets $15
Tickets availableat
www.nextticketing.com

JOHN ROUSE
9 p.m.
Paradise Rock Club
Tickets $15
Tickets availableat
www.nextticketing.com

comedyconnection/

boston/home/

BEN-LEE.COM

BEN LEE

CONCERTS

M. WARD AND
DEVOTCHKA
8 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $12
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

BEN LEE AND HAR
MAR SUPERSTAR
8 p.m.
Paradise Rock Club
Tickets $12
Tickets available at

MB3
8 p.m.
Paradise Rock Club
Tickets $12
Tickets available at

BRENDAN BENSON
AND THE STANDS
8 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $10
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

www.nextticketing.com

www.symfonee.com/

JOHN DAVIS
9 p.m.
TT's
Tickets $10
Tickets available at
www. ticketmaster.com

WEDNESDAY

NATIONAL FIRE
THEORY
9 p.m.
Middle East
Tickets $9
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
OF MONTREAL
9 p.m.
TT's
Tickets $10
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com

www.nextticketing.com

FANTOMAS AND THE
LOCUST
8 p.m.
Roxy

Tickets $20
Tickets available at
www. ticketmaster.com
TRACKSUIT AND
SUPERVAIN
8 p.m.
MiddleEast
Tickets $8
Tickets available at
www.ticketmaster.com
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How to kill time... in Fenway
Katherine Cannella
Heights Editor

By

-6:10p.m.: Start youradventure
at the Reservoir T station.

6:11 p.m.: You look into your
wallet to discoverall you haveis $5.
Walk over to the change machine.
6:12p.m.: Of course the change
machine doesn't accept yourmoney
- it never does. You hear the T approaching, start to panic.
6:13 p.m.: The T opens all of
its doors; free ridefor all! It's a good
thing you didn't panic.
6:25 p.m.: Get off the really
crowded T Breathe the fresh Fenway air. Look to yourleft to admire
the blinking Citgo sign.
6:26p.m.:You are so captivated
by the Citgo sign you forget you're
walking in aparking lot andthat you
are in the way oftraffic. Move to the
side of theroad so the minivan can
safely pass by, and you can make
it to the AMC Fenway without any
detours via ambulance.
6:29 p.m.: Thoughts of a movie
are replaced with curiosity as you
walk by REI, a store dedicated to
outdoor adventures. Walk inside.
6:30 p.m.: Scope out the tiny
children'sbikes and hop on a shiny
red one.
6:31 p.m.: Your knees don't
clear the handlebars. On top of that,
you realize that all of the bikes are
chained together, probably to keep
college kids like yourselffrom taking joy rides around the store; so
much for reliving your childhood.
6:32 p.m.: Venture furtherinto
the store. It looks like you've died
andgone to hatheaven. Try onsome
hats and pretend to be theCrocodile
Dundee ofBoston.
6:35 p.m.: Check out the tents.
Think of 77;e OC episode when the
gang camped out in the mall.
6:37p.m.: You've had enough
of the outdoorworld and you leave
the store. Pass by Best Buy. Resist
the temptationto walkin; the movie
theater is calling you.
6:41 p.m.: Check out movie
times. After a heated debate, settle
on a 7:50 show.
6:48 p.m.: Nowyou have more
time to kill, excellent. Get to know
the artist withinyou; exploreThe Art
Store next door.
6:50 p.m.: Play with the bendable wooden figurines. Position
them so they're dancing.
6:51p.m.: Capture the moment
with your cameraphone.
7:10 p.m.: Cross the street
for a change of scenery. You pass

C3
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Spend a night getting
a little Closer on DVD
By

Moutaz Soudani

Heights Staff

Closer, the latest from legendary director Mike Nichols,
is one of the most honest, unapologetic,and tenaciousfilms to
deal with relationships in recent
memory.
Newly released on Superßit
DVD, Closer is an under-looked
gem thatfailed to garnermuchbox
office momentum. Thankfully, it is
nowon DVD availablefor a wider

audience to enjoy.

HEIGHTS PHOTO / LAUREN SOTTILE

Even the figurines at The Art Store in Fenwayfind a way to have a good time.
The Tomb, but you can't figure out
what's inside. Walk in.
7:11 p.m.: The friendly employees behindthe desktell you that
you can go on a 45-minute adventure
tour through Egyptian tombs. Imagine that, in Fenway!
7:15 p.m.: Take a brochure
with you and promise to come back
when you have more time.
7:20 p.m.: Walk byD'Angelo's.
It's dinnertime, so you walk inside
to check out the menu.
7:21 p.m.: Youdon't agree with
the funky smell of the food joint.
Walk out. Nix the ideaof dinner and
settle for Cold Stone.
7:22 p.m.: Look both ways
before crossing the street.
7:23 p.m.: Watch teenage
skateboarders with a video camera
take some sweet jumps.
7:24 p.m.: Walk into the Cold
Stone Creamery. At first glance it
looks likeany other ice cream parlor.
That is, until you look at the menu.
7:25 p.m.: Gawk at the ice
cream combinations.
7:26 p.m.: Thefamily standing
in line in front ofyou is amazedthat
this is yourfirst visit to Cold Stone.
You're so overwhelmedby the pos-

sibilities, you can't decide.
7:27 p.m.: This decision is
almost as tough as figuring out what
to major in.

7:29 p.m.: The line is building
up behind you. Make a decision. Order Paradise Found, "like it size."
7:31 p.m.: Watch in awe as
your ice cream is prepared. Pineapple, banana, and coconut are mixed
into thevanilla ice cream.
7:33 p.m.: Walk out of the
creamery a satisfied customer.
7:34 p.m.: Pass the Boston
Sports Club. Smile as you think of
all those people inside who don't
know the ice cream magic that they
are missing.
7:35 p.m.: Take a leisurely
stroll to finish eating your dinner
(aka ice cream).
7:38 p.m.: You see one of
yourfavorite people in the Bank of
America. Stop suddenly and bang on
the glass door to get their attention.
7:39 p.m.: A nice guy inside
the bank opens the door for you.
Talk about the wonderfulness of
Cold Stone.
7:42 p.m.: It's almost movie
time. Head back to the theater and
enjoy the show.

Starring Julia Roberts, Jude
Law, Clive Owen, and Natalie
Portman, Closer is a film that
thrives on its scorching dialogue,
intense performances, and its
non-mainstream approach to the
portrayal ofrelationships. Closer
is uniquein thatthere isn't a traditional protagonist in the movie.
All four characters are despicable human beings in their
own way. It is a story about the
intertwining relationships of four
people and the backstabbing,
passion, and infidelity that ac-

companies it.
In thehands offour lesseractors, Closer may not have worked.
But each actor shines equally.
JuliaRoberts gives a cold, calculated performance that is unlike
anythingshe has done before. This
is not your typical Julia Roberts

romantic comedy performance.
Larry (Clive Owen) is a pure sadistic animal that can snap at any
moment, while Dan (Jude Law)
is his antithesis, a more sensitive
man, just as deadly in his own
right. Alice (Natalie Portman)
is not as innocent as one would
think. These characters almost
enjoy self-destruction.

Nichols allows his actors to
embody these characters. Closer
stays true to its roots in theatres.
This doesnot feel like aregular film. Instead, it is almost like a
glorified stage play.
Closeris extremelyvulgarin
terms of language and sexuality.
The combinationof language that
would make even JoePesci blush
and the heartless actions of the
characters makes you want to take
a bathafter watching thisfilm. But
that's what makes it so special. It
is a rule breaker and an un-Hollywood film. It is one of the best

films to come out in 2004.
Unfortunately, the extras are
pretty much non-existent, with
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the

exception of a music video and
nine trailersof upcoming Columbia/Tri-Starfilms.
The one thing of note is that
since this is a Superßit film, the
picture quality is absolutely perfect. Blacks are deep, colors are
saturated, and the detailand clarity of the picture is remarkable.
It looks even better than it did in
theaters. Who needs extras when
you have a movie this good?
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Hot Hot Heats Elevator goes straight to the top
single, "Goodnight Goodnight" will get the word
"goodnight" so engrossed in your
head
that you will be singing it for
the,
One of
fittingly enough,
hottest indie bands slowly making days. Finishing up at two minutes
its way onto the mainstream charts and 10 seconds, the song zips by
is British Columbia's own Hot Hot and ends before it feels like it even
Heat. The indie-rock band offered began.
But this is a strength and not
assertivelycatchy songs on itsdebut
album, 2002's Make Up the Break- a weakness. In fact, because of
down. That keyboardist and lead singer Steve
little known Bays' quick to the draw lyrical exHOT HOT HEAT gem brought pressions, if the tracks lastedmuch
Elevator
such catchy longer,the album might be painful.
(Sire/Wea)
Only one song extends over
rock anthems
as "No, Not Now" and theradio hit four minutes (and it only goes
over by one second). That track is
"Bandages."
Sounding like a cross between "Middle of Nowhere," the closest
mainstream garage rockers The example,alongwith"Jingle Jangle,"
Strokes and indie sensation Motion of a slow song that Hot Hot Heat
City Soundtrack, there isn't really has to offer.
These tracks give a rare chance
anotherband thatsounds exactly like
Hot Hot Heat, though when initially to get a bettergraspofwhattheband
listening to the band it doesn't ap- is actually singing without havpear to be offering anything unique. ing to pull out the CD insert (that
But what is uniqueare the deep, and thankfully contains full lyrics for
often concealed, thought-provoking all tracks).
Hot HotHeat hit the scene long
lyrics that mix with the dance clubbefore now popular bands such as
meets-ska beats.
Now, three yearsafterits debut, The Killers and Franz Ferdinand,
and so has had time to develop.
Hot Hot Heat offers up its sophomore disc, Elevator. Nothing is lost Consequently, there is a sound
in the transition, as the band just growth from the last album. Ironicontinues to pop out more and more cally, the door that Hot Hot Heat
opened for these bands to make it
enthusiasticallyhooking songs.
The album, with 15 tracks, on mainstreamradio has now been
plays asa unified whole. Every song opened by said bands for Hot Hot
feels appropriately placed within Heat to make it big. The question
the sum of the disc.Even with this is: can Hot Hot Heat do it?
It isfar from a surebet, as many
collectiveflow, thereare a fewstandsolid albums do not correspond to
out tracks.
Sam Reidy
Heights Staff

By

Elevator's, first

HOTHOTHEAT.COM

Elevator develops a more mature sound than others of the same genre such as Franz Ferdinand and the Killers.
solidairplay. While TheKillers have
been able to put out two seriously
popular singles, Franz Ferdinand
disappeared after "Take Me Out"
took over airwaves.
That latter band's influence is
most seen on "Island of the Honest

Man," a titlethat evenresembles the
interpretive choices made by fellow
rockers The Killers.
It seems unlikely that Hot Hot
Heat will turn into an overnight success. That does not mean, however,
its very loyal fan base will be at all

disappointedwith Elevator. Picking
up where Make Up the Breakdown
left off, the album lasts just under 38 minutes, but goes by even
quicker - and that's a compliment.
For a good ride, Elevator does not
disappoint.

Lightning Bolt shocks, but its all worth it for fans
By Nick Feeley
For The Heights

Regardless of whether it was
airborne electricity that hit Great
Scotts, there was definitely something palpable in the air Monday.
As the night went on it kept building until you could almost cut the
current with a knife in the moments
before Providence, R.l.'s Lightning
Bolt began to play.
Openingthe showwas mongoloid noise-makersBunnybrains. The
Bunnybrains have been in existence
for quite some time now, living ona
strict dietof dangerousdrugs,booze,
and really obtuse noise, according

to the band's Web site. The band

two people who had seen them play

isn't so much a music group as it is
a performance art piece, complete
with weird masks, toplessgirls, and
men wearing dresses, all performed
over dire art noise.
Needless to say, it was awesome. At times thewhackedout stage
act recalled such '60s "happenings"
as Andy Warhol's ExplodingPlastic
Inevitableand San Francisco's Acid
Tests with the confrontational bent
of early 80's freak-punks the Butthole Surfers.
Next up was Japan's DMBQ,
who have justfinished up a shorttour
with Lightning Bolt. As the band set
up on the small Great Scotts stage,

the nightbefore in Providence were
talking in the crowd.
Notable excerpts from this conversation included "the singerbroke
his arm after falling from a pipe 15
feet above the ground" and "they set
theirequipment on fire."
DMBQ sound might bestbe describedas epic stoner rock, alaMud-

honey andBlack Sabbath, complete
with ridiculous solos, screeching
vocals, and pretty awesome "rock
out" faces. The crowd responded

enthusiastically

to

everything they

were given, slamming into one another with abandon.
After DMBQ finished up its

set of epic guitar rock, Lightning of bassist Brian Gibson's setup),
Bolt began to set up on the floor of Lightning Bolt charged on, spewGreat Scotts.
ing forth damagednoise rock like a
The banddoesn't perform on a schizophrenicrobot.
Though the set consisted of
stage; rather it performs on thefloors
of the venues it plays, allowing the mostly new material, the duo did
audience to comeright up to it. The entreat the audience to favorites like
music is also insanely loud. For just "Assassins" and "Dracula Moundrums andbass, theProvidenceband tain" off of their last LP Wonderful
uses an almostabsurd amount of amRainbow.
plifiers, but it is necessaryto achieve
Despite the sweaty, chaotic
its unusual brand ofnoise rock.
conditions, LightningBolt nevertheFrom the first song the crowd less put on an incredibly inspired
became a chaotic mass of bodies, set. Though its fractured rhythms,
jumping and flailing about for most distorted vocals, and chaotic time
of the set. Despite a few technical changes aren't for everyone, the
glitches (due to the sheer amount of adventurous wouldbe ill advised to
people who were crowding in front ignore them.
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A helping of Rice will do you good
Singer Jonathan Rice

talks about where he's
been and where he's
going with his music
By Frank Gatto

For The Heights

JOHNATHANRICE.COM

JohnathanRice will be touring with R.E.M. in the United States and abroad.

"I come from the same place
that you do, the collegiate culture.
I was groomedfor college and that
kind of life, and I just opted out,
and it is possible to do that. So my
formal education has been traveling
around the country and playing,"
says JohnathanRice in a recent interview, with a subtle Scottish accent
tagging his words.
Things are going fast for Rice.
At only 21 years old, he has already
signed with Warner/Reprise, has
his first LP, Trouble Is Real, (to be
released on April 26), has touredthe
United States and UnitedKingdom
for a couple of years, and is ready
to embark on a summer stint with
R.E.M.
"They just asked me to open

Rice brings his laid-back and engaging
sound to the Paradise Rock Club
typical singer/songwritermold. He
is a breath offresh air amidthe stale
atmosphere of John Mayer clones.
A soggy night in Boston, a
Unfortunately, very few audiboisterous audience, and an intimate ence membersnoticedthe novelty of
venue readied the stage for singer/ the maverick 21 year old, and Rice
songwriter Johnathan Rice at the perceived this. Instead of sharing
Paradise Rock Club on Saturday. insight on his material in between
For 45 minutes, Rice and his two songs, Rice insisted on futilelyhushbandmates, Neil on electric guitar ing the loquaciouscrowd.
and Farmer Dave on steel guitar,
He even triedpleading with the
did theirbest to engage an audience males, asking them to allow their
hungry for headlining act Mason girlfriends to "enjoy the show." This
failed to work, andthenthe heckling
Jennings.
Despite the inattentive crowd, ensued. Rice chugged alongthough
Rice managed to convey his unpre- his set, visibly unhappy with his
tentious, organicstyle with moments audience's receptivity.
Audience aside, Rice perof musical bliss arising throughout
the evening.
formed a dynamic show, offering
Rice's musical styling was songs ranging from Dylan-esque
anything but conventional. With work to twangy pieces reminiscent
three guitarists (Rice acoustically of Johnny Cash. Surprisingly, Rice
included), no drummer, no bassist, played few songs from his upcoming
symboliclyrics, an honest presence, release, Trouble Is Real. He threw
in a couple, such as "Stay at Home"
and a flairfor fusingrock with country andbluegrass, Ricefails to fill the and"I Wouldn't Miss It for the
By Frank Gatto
For The Heights

World," but most ofhis 45 minutes
were filled with songs that failed to
makehis first full album.
What was most interesting
aboutRice's set was his renditionof
"Stay at Home." On the album the
song is a monster-piece composed
of several guitar parts, electronic
musings, full percussion, horns, and
even a youth chorus. Hearing this
piece live, stripped down, and out
ofits element was a translation that
emphasized Rice's knack for capturing the essence of a song.Rice's set
was quaint, yet captivating.
The steel guitarwork of Farmer
Daveadded a meaningful element of
country to an otherwiserock show.
Likewise, theindividual guitarwork
ofRice and Neil was gentle, and in
conjunction, the two laid layers of
intricacies that painted a gorgeous
landscape of sound.
Folks, look out for this up-andcoming artist - the crowd will be
listeningnext time.

up for them, and our first show is in
Hyde Park in London, with 80,000
people," he says.
What most stands out about
Rice is his unassuming demeanor.
His head is still on the ground, and
he is thankful for everything that
comes his way.
"Things that I never thought
I was ever going to do - I'll never
even come close to taking it for
granted.
But you just have to laugh it
off, because you never deserve any
of that stuff; it's just kind of luck,"
he says. "My whole career is based
on real dumb luck."
Rice continues, "Ifyou looked
at all the things that I've done, it
looks like I knew what I was doing,
but I was really just lucky to meet
kind people who helped me out."
With the release of his first
major album eminent, Rice credits
others for their contributions on his
album.
"Ninety-nine percent of the
album was made in Lincoln, Neb.
with the kids from Saddle Creek.
Everyoneplays with each other, and

it just cametogether through mutual
friends."
Rice especially acknowledges
producer Mike Mogis for his work
on the album. "The album's like a
collaborationbetween me and him.
I wrote thesongs, but hewould piece
together the tracks and made it all
flow together."
Things seem to be on the rise
for Rice. "This is the first timeI've
had more than one person with me
onstage in a long time, so I'm really
pleased to be ableto play the songs
in this incarnation, likethe threepart
harmonies," he says. "Thisis thenicest it's been for me thus far."
At the same time, Rice looks
ahead to the future and takes everything in stride.
"It's my favorite thing to do
- to sing and play, to travelaround.
I really look forward to tour-bus
touring, though. We're in a vanright
now; we're in a SUV actually - a
Yukon, baby!"
Riceis a modern artist without
the bombast or arrogance, yet his
message is clear and strong, and his
future looks bright.
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NIGHTS JUST
GOT MORE

DESPERATE

White picket fences, green
perfectly clipped grass,beautiful, quaint houses tucked away
in a cul-de-sacof suburbia bliss.
It's a picturesque portrait of perfection that is neatlypainted.
Or so it seems. In reality,
behind every door, under every
roof, around every corner lies an
untold story, a story so mysteriousand so shocking that it
could only happen to Desperate
Housewives.
Life on Wisteria Lane
certainly proves that appearances are in fact deceiving.The
ABC primetime soap sets out
to capture the lives of suburban
housewives living - contrary
to their storybook surroundings
- not-so-perfect lives. It is each
housewife's twisted version of
the reality that remains all the
more compelling. In a darkly
comedic, intriguing way,Desperate Housewives has captivated audiences on an unforeseen
scale.
Bree Van dc Kaamp, the
Martha Stewart-crazedhousewife, is the picture perfect
portrait of Super-Mom. Her
house is spotless, her meals are
delicious, gourmet delights, her
children are sweet and charming, and her husband is smart
and successful.
So she likes to think
anyway. In reality, her marriage
is on the brink of divorce, her
children despise her, and Bree is
quickly running out ofschemes
to fake perfection, and, above
all, keep her family together.
How does Bree, played by
actress Marcia Cross, maneuver
the tangled webs she weaves:
Without chipping a single nail,
without tousling a single lock of
hair, without wrinkling a single
perfectly matched ensemble.
Bree maintains her family's
appearance of perfection - that
is until it all unexpectedly blows
up in her pretty littleface time
and time again. When will she
learn?
The glamorous ex-runway

I Eva Longoria plays Gabrielle Solis on ABC's primetime soap opera Desperate Housewives.
modelturned trophy wife,
is none otherthan Gabrielle,
played by actress Eva Longoria.
She has everything she's ever
dreamed of- stylish clothes, expensive jewelry, designershoes,
and a beautiful home. That is
until her husband, Carlos, is
arrested for embezzlement,
leaving their accounts frozen
and Gabrielle searching for a
job. Can this ex-runway model
still strut her stuff? No more
runways for Gabrielle - malls
and department stores appearances only.
Lynette Scavo (Felicity
Huffman), the onetimepowerdriven corporate executive, has
exchanged her brief case for
diapers and dishes. Juggling
all the duties ofher new job as
a stay-at-home-mom is harder
thanexpected.
Her three rambunctious
boys and baby drive her crazy,
her career-mindedhusband is
always away, and the strain of
trying to do it all, perfectly, is
quickly wearingthin.
Lynette cannot compete
with her good friend, the seemingly perfect Bree. Watching
her try, on the other hand, is
both entertaining and heartbreaking.

Last, but not least, Susan
Mayer, playedby Golden Globe
winnerTeri Hatcher,is the single
mom searching for true love on
Wisteria Lane. Her insecure,
naive personality is perhaps
the most desperate ofall the
wives. What will she do next?
Get locked out ofher house
starknaked? Check. Set her
neighborshouse on fire (reason:
outrageous jealousyand clumsiness). Check. Ride a mechanical
bull in a bar and suffer a mild
concussion? Check, check.
Her mysterious love interest across the street, Mike Delfino, may very well prove that
her unlucky spiral of events is
just about to escalate to startling
heights.
What is it that brings
these four captivating women
together? None other than their
former friend, Mary Alice, who
caused a stir with her suicide
in the very first episode. A passionate desire to uncover the
secret behind her death joins
these women; their friendship
binds them.
Writer, creator, executive
producer Marc Cherry, best
known for The Golden Girls,
has surely outdone himself
this time. Rarely has a show

so miraculouslyexplored

womanhood, motherhood, and
sisterhood with such vigor and
humor.
Dare I say Sex and the City
meets the Stepford Wives? Has
Carrie swapped places with
Susan? Miranda with Lynette?
Charlotte with Bree? Samantha
with Gabrielle? Sex andthe City
gave singlewomen a well overdue cause to cheerand savor
their lives.
Will Desperate Housewives do the same for mothers?
For wives? Sure the women of
Wisteria Lane live outrageously
dramatic, even ridiculously
unfeasible lives, but the core
values explored do not stray far
from those viewers value most
- love, friendship, and womanhood.
There is nothing desperate
about Desperate Housewives recent Golden Globe win for Best
Television Series/Musical/Comedy. Au contraire.This triumph
is the icing on Bree's perfectly
delicious cakes, the sparkle
on Gabrielle'smost expensive
diamond, the end to Lynette's
most chaotic day, the prince
charming to Susan's "happily
everafter" andthe "Cherry" on
my "Sunday."

I

We've hit that time in early spring,
when sweeps are over but the
TV season's still got time to go,
when new shows start popping
up. And with a long stretch
before summer, it gets pretty
hard to concentrate on work. So
procrastinate. We'll help.
But what's worth watching? With
everything from drama to conedy
to reality, it's up to the viewe - to
take their pick.
Not that you've got to go it alone.
The Scene is here with the best
and the rest. What's Uncle Jesse
been up to? Where should you
get your medical fix if Eft's getting
old?
And if it's Sunday night, you' I
probably be watching Desperate
Housewives. But why? Wha
makes this show the new It thing
for Sunday nights? Check out our
explanation.
From The Scene to you, happy
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midseason shows worth dropping your

for

Goodell
For The Heights
By Taylor

It

happens to the best of us. We sit and
stare at the blank Word document,
wondering how we are ever going to
get our paper done, then surrender to

as

the TV instead. Goodplan, right? Yes,
long as what you are watching is worth

your time. That's why The Scene is here to
guide you through a sampling of some ofthe
best and the worst of TV's newest batch of
shows. Let's start with something good.
With a bit more of a sense of humor than
ER and shows of the like, Grey s Anatomy
can attract an audience thatknows nothing
about the medical field and still allow viewers tofeel like an insider. This is one of those
shows that actually makes you want to be a
doctor, or at least dress like one. With just
enough wit and a dry sense of humor, Grey s
Anatomy can emotionally touch the heart,
and physically operate on it simultaneously.
As cheesy as that sounds, this show is no
doubt worth procrastinating for, considering
it is shown on Sundays at 10 p.m. on ABC,
a perfect study break hourfor those hard at
work pre-med students.
This season's new Bachelor promises
to be an entertaining one - and yes, that is
sarcastic. With ABC executives saying that
this season's show is "full of surprises," one
can only wonder what they could possibly
dothat 99 percent ofAmerica hasn't already
guessed. The Bachelor, in its seventh season,
(isn't that enough?) features the sarcastic,
yet adorable Charlie O'Connell, thebrother
of actor Jerry O'Connell. As the only saving
grace of the show, O'Connell has a great
sense ofhumor and actually makes fun of
some of the girls. Checking out thefirst episode is highly suggested as one of the girls

viewing.

PoweßGirls

Grey's Anatomy

Jake in Progress
realizes she truly is in love with Charlie after
knowing him for five hours. That, folks, is
high-quality TV.
Picture this scene: MTV executives
around a large table, brainstorming ideas
for their newest show. "We've rummaged
through rappers houses, we've done the
plastic surgery thing, we've even hadpeople
date moms
hmm, what can we do now?"
Ahhh yes, pretty rich girls working for an
ex-con (LizzieGrubman). Brilliant. A show
putting that "genius" MTV employee up
against New York City PR Firm Executive
Lizzie Grubman in a fight would be far
more entertaining. PoweßGirls, MTV's
newest "documentary," follows four girls
as they compete for a coveted PR job with
Grubman's firm. Recipe for success? Not so
much. PoweßGirls is possibly the biggest
waste of time this season on TV. So what
have we learned from all of this? Bottom
line, even if you serve time in jail, you can
still have a show on MTV.
Jake in Progress is anotherABC attempt
at a new-age, hormone driven show. John

.

Stamos (yes, Uncle Jesse) stars as the main
man, Jake. This new show presents itself
with the motto "same city, different sex"
- except it's just one dude, he has really
dorky friends, andhe is in PR. Sobasically it
is a completely different show than Sex and
the City. The only comparison is his effort
to date and "spend the night" with every
woman in New York City, but that is still
being generous. Even in its primetime slot,
Jake in Progress could only pull 12 million
viewers. All this show really does is cause
the viewer to wonder why Uncle Jesse is
cheating on Aunt Becky. Danny Tanner's
going to be really mad about this one.
If you're bored, there are always a few
more hits coming up this season. For all you
men out there, the Miss USA Fear Factor
episode sounds very promising just from
the title. Bravo is also taking a step toward
odd and unnecessary shows with its newest
reality show following around America's
favorite husband, yup, you guessedit, Bobby
Brown. It's really too bad Bravo turned
down the former title of the show How to
GetRich While Getting Into Trouble.
This season, though, it seems that the
networks have generally decided to stick
with what works: American Idol (around
27 million viewers) and Extreme Makeover
(18.4 million viewers). I mean, who doesn't
want to watch someone sing horribly offkey on national television or see people go
plastic?
from looking normal to looking
episodes
The new
of South Park look sick,
twisted, and wonderful and, yes, the new
season ofFamily Guy starts May 1 at 9 p.m.
on FOX. Pencil it in, because most new
shows on television this season don't look
too promising until then.

...
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Mixtape Friday: Kweli makes friends with Day
It gives me the gigglesto think
about how awkward it's going to
be backstage at tomorrow night's
spring concert at Conte Forum.
What willTalib Kweli, Howie
Day, and Robert Randolph chat
about before theshow? Where will
Canyon
the UGBC put them? In the guys
locker room, sitting on thebenches
Cody
like it was halftime with thebasketball team waiting for a pep talk from Skinner?
I don'tknow how this happens, but the UGBC
consistentlybrings quality underground hip-hop to
Boston College. There is definitely a supply and
demand problem here, because 1 know not everyone
at BC was as excited as I was to see theRoots, Common, and Nappy Roots.
We even had Vanilla Ice in the Rat, which was
to this day, the most hilarious concert I've ever been
to. "Go ninja, go ninja, go!"

A-Side

B-Side

TalibKweli - "Put It In The Air"
Kweli complains on this track that "half these
motherf can't pronounce my name."At BC, Kweli
will likely find that morethan half the students don't
evenknow his name, but onecan hope he'll earn new
fans with a good live performance.
Kweli made his debut with Mos Def on Black
Star, their classic collaboration from Ruckus Records
in 1998. Every hip-hop fan has this album, and everyone else should at least download"Re: DEFinition"
and "K.O.S. (Determination)."
From there Kweli collaborated with DJ Hi-Tek
for 2000's Reflection Eternal, featuring "The Blast"
and "Down for the Count." In 2002 Kweli finally
released Quality, his aptly titled debut solo album,
which features a hilarious introduction from Dave
Chappele. With "Get By" Kweli enjoyed his first
major mainstream hit single, with a little help from
the production of Kanye West and a soulful sample
from Nina Simone's "Sinnerman."

Robert Randolph "Tears of Joy"
Pedal steel guitarist Robert Randolph and his
Family Band know how to throw a party. It's easier
to find recordings ofhis live shows than it is to find
his studio albums, which tells you something about
Randolph as a performer. Randolph plays the dirty
blues like Stevie Ray Vaughan and Jimi Hendrix, but
there isn't a good wordto describe his sound, so I'll
invent one: funkbluesadelic.
Howie Day -"?"
Howie Day is
umm? Honestly I don't know
anything about Day beyond what I might guess from
looking at his picture: Pretty boy with sweet, sometimes sad songs about sensitive issues. Rolling Stone
describes him as "emotionallynaked." I don't know
how 1feel about that, but I look forward to becoming
a fan of his, becauselive shows are thebest way to fall
in love with a new musician. Hopefully BC students
will come with an open mind and learn to like the
performers they don'tknow yet.

?

...

Before reading to students, author talks about his writing
Jonathan Safran

By Alex Sharp

"l tell the stories that I need

Arts & ReviewEditor

Foer spoke to The

to hear more than [those] I need
to write," he said. Tonight at 7:30

Whether he'll be extremely in Gasson 100, students will be
loudremains to be heard, but it's safe able to tell a littleof that story for
to say that when Jonathan Safran
themselves.
Foer reads tonight at Boston ColFoer's first novel, Everything
lege, he'llbe incredibly close.
is Illuminated, concerned events
That's appropriate, given that loosely modelled on those in the
the award-winning author will be author's own life.
reading from his recently released
The book's Web site relates
book, Extremely Loud and Incredhow the author's failed mission to
ibly Close. Foer recently spoke to find information grew into the ficThe Heights about his work.
tionalnovel.
Jonathan Safran Foer the character travels to the Ukraine in an
attempt to uncover certain truths
of his family history relating to
the Holocaust, just as the author
himselfdid.
This balance between reality
andfiction is part ofwhatmakesthe
book stand out; it is a distinctly personal interpretation of real events.
Foer was asked if the young male
protagonist of his second book is
Burritos & Tacos To Go!
similarly personal.
While Oskar, Extremely Loud's
hero, isn't expressly basedon Foer's
life, there is a connection that is unavoidable anytime a writer creates
Boston's Best Burrito 1999 & 2000.
a character.
Mexican
1998
Boston's Best
Restaurant
"Books don't come from anyImproper Bostonian
where but their authors," he said.
"It's a funny point that's often forgotten that every characterin a book
is exactly like their author."
Open Everyday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Whereas Everything is Illu1412 Beacon Street Coolidge Corner ? 739-7300
minated dealt with a tragedy that
446 Harvard Street Brookline 277-7111
occured years ago but that still
822 Somerville Avenue ? Porter Square Galleria ? 661-8500
reverberates today, this novel deals

Heights about his
career andreads
tonight from
his new novel,
Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close

*
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with an event that is still fresh in
the public consciousness: Sept. 11.
"None of the stories that existed
about [the Holocaust], no matter
how good they were, [they] didn't
seem right for me," said Foer, who
lives in New York. "Same with
September 11."
That shouldn't be too hard,
giventhat Foer's writing stands fully
on its own in terms of both content
and style. His style bends the traditions of literary structure, phrasing,
and even appearance of words on
the page.
"I want my style to fit the story
being told," Foersaid. "On the other
hand, I'm a person with a particular
way of seeing things."
In a way these stylistic innovations can be read as another mani-

festation of the personal quality of
Foer's writing. "Style is so much a
product of personality."
Foer views challenges to the
rules of writing as essential. "Literature has been so much more
protective of its boundaries," he
said. "For something interesting to
be made, some sort ofboundary has
to be challenged."
Extremely Loud employs visual elements, which Foer says he
doesn't believe are necessary to a
book, along with the experimentation in word layout that will be
familiar to readers of Everything is
Illuminated.
"For something interesting to
be made, some sort ofboundary has
to be challenged."The innovations
used meant to flow out of the story
and work with it, not overwhelm it
or becomethe primary focus.
"Peoplehave all sorts ofkneejerk reactions," he said, and his
hope is that in time readers will be
able to take the book in and not get
caught up in or put off by the newness of form.
Everything is Illuminated is
used in a class at BC, andregarding
the effect that his writingmight have
on students, the word "energize"
was brought up. "I think the best
kind of books are the ones that are
contagious," said Foer.
Tonight, students are offered
the opportunityto hear this extremely talented writerreadhis work, and
perhaps to catch some ofwhat that
writing can has to offer.
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Don't call it a comeback, Jeffreys' been in Europe for years
By Canyon Cody

Assoc. Arts & Review Editor
When GarlandJeffreys decided
to take some timeoff from his epic

music career during the '90s, it was
for allthe right reasons: He was staying at home to help raise his young
daughter with his wife. Now he's
ready for a comebackand themusic
world needs him more than ever.
In fact, maybe it's justAmerica
that needs him, because the rest of
the world has been enjoying Jeffreys' eclectic mix of rock, reggae,
and soul for decades. Though he

remains popularin Europe, most in
America don'tknow his name.
There are a few exceptions
- Bruce Springstein and Lou Reed
are fans, friends, and occasional
collaboratorsof Jeffreys. His music
began with a distinct New York
classic rock sound in the '70s and
incorporated more soul, reggae and
Latin music in the middle of his
career.
For Jeffreys, thesestyles didn't
come from outside influences, but
from incorporating his own history
into his music. Jeffreys is as diverse
as his sound, growing up in a multi-

racial family,part black, part white,
part Puerto Rican, and part Native
American. His lyrical content, like
his musical style, reflects his diverse
background.
Maybe now, 33 years after his
self-titleddebutalbum and 13 years
since his last American release,
Jeffreys is finally about to get the
exposure his music deserves since
recently signing with Universal.
Jeffreys, a true Rock 'n' Roll
Adult (to use the title of his 1982
album) is busier than ever. He's out
on a celebratory tour, which brings
him back to Boston for the first time
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a music scene long after most ofhis
peers - Springsteen,Elvis Costello,
Graham Parker, Paul Simon, Lou
Reed, and JamesTaylor- are getting
ready for retirement.
Before it became a gimmick
for Jay-Z and Linkin Park, mixing
styles came naturally for Jeffreys.
His body of work is diverse and
expansive enough that any music
fan will find something to fit their
taste and his live show tomorrow
promises to be a blast.
Don't miss Jeffreys tomorrow
night or you might have to wait another 15 years for the next show.

Crossword

Common

m

in 15 years. Jeffreys will perform
in Somerville tomorrow night at
Johnny D's Uptown with his full
eight-pieceband, The Coney Island
Playboys.
Unfortunately,none ofJeffreys
music from the '70s and '80s has
beenreissued on CD, other than his
Wild in the Streets: Best of 1977-1983. This compilation features
his reggae groove on"I May Not
Be Your Kind," his exploration of
interracial relationships.
Now 61 years old, but wellrested from his recent sabbatical,
Jeffreys is ready to make a splash in
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COMICS
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"The housewarming party
has been postponed."

GO FISH /BY J.C. DUFFY
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"I thought your little pet bird was cute until
realized its job is to clean small insects off you."
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WEATHER
FIVE DAY FORECAST FOR CHESTNUT HILL
BJMVJ
IM.'IMM 48°
E32SI 62°
I

Turning
cloudy;
breezy

1.-WHrMA'I

54°
Rain, then

A period or
two ofrain

clearing

LOCAL WEATHER TODAY
Lawrence
59/48
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ALMANAC DATA

NATIONAL CITIES

Last week's normal high
Last week's normal low
Last week's aye. temperature
Last week's normal aye. temp

Precipitation for the week
Precipitation for the month
Normal precip. for the month
Precipitation for the year

1.26"
1.26"
0.65"
12.25"

Precipitation

DC AI EEEI TEMP®
?EML TCCI. I
The exclusive AccuWeather composite
index ofeffectivetemperature based
on eight weather factors. Shown is the
highest value of the day.
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56°
54o

POLLEN DATA
Yesterday
Grass
Trees

"

Weeds?
M01d..!
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Absent
Mocierate

Absent
...High

Source: National Allergy Bureau

Friday
Hi/Lo/W

63/40/sh

54/34/r

72/46/s

74/44/pc

City
Dcs Moines

Asheville

Detroit
44/28/ c 42/28/ c Fairbanks
63/49/r
62/42/r
Honolulu

Atlanta
Atlantic City

68/53/pc

68/52/r

66/50/t
58/38/r

Boise
Charlotte

64/36/sh

Cheyenne
Chicago

70/37/s

63/34/pc

52/36/r
66/45/t

58/36/s

Cincinnati
Cleveland

-air

Houston

Indianapolis

50/36/sh
66/47/t

68/52/r

Jacksonville
Kansas City
Las Vegas
Little Rock
Los Angeles

62/40/pc
54/35/pc

58/42/r

Louisville

57/44/sh

60/48/pc

64/45/sh

57/47/pc

55/34/r
55/32/r
52/37/r
57/35/r
53/36/r

67/47/pc

56/36/r

63/47/sh

54/35/r

60/48/pc

52/37/r

58/37/pc

66/48/pc

67/45/pc
65/44/pc

52/31/r

55/34/r
51/37/r

Friday
67/41/s

City
Minneapolis

58/38/r

58/36/pc

Nashville

83/72/sh

84/72/sh

46/17/pc
76/52/s
60/42/r

80/58/t

59/42/pc
84/57/s

64/48/sh

71/54/pc
66/49/t

Memphis
Miami

86/70/pc

66/52/r

57/36/pc
54/38/pc

52/37/r

63/42/sh

53/30/s
52/29/s
58/32/s

58/38/pc
Today

Hi/LoAV

Friday
Hi/LoAV
64/42/s

Sacramento

76/52/t
92/66/s

60/42/r
86/60/s

Phoenix
Portland, Maine 51/43/sh
Portland, Ore. 56/44/sh
Raleigh
74/56/r
Rapid City
Reno

53/33/r

56/42/r
68/48/t

68/38/pc

75/40/s
54/33/sh

52/30/sh

Sunrise

6:17 a.m.

6:15a.m.
6:13 a.m.
Moonrise
5:51a.m.
6:12a.m.
634am

Today

64/48/sh

Philadelphia

70/54/s
84/66/t

Day
Today
F "day
Saturday
Day
Today
Friday
sturday

67/52/r

74/56/t

74/54/pc
71/51/pc
69/54/pc
66/46/pc
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62/40/s

72/44/s

78/56/pc
63/41/pc

c
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City
Richmond

New Orleans 74/58/pc
74/57/pc
New York City 71/50/ c 54/42/r
Norfolk
65/50/t
75/59/pc
Omaha
67/38/s
73/43/s
Orlando
84/64/t
80/58/t

44/19/

?,?
Hyannis
57/48

62/36/s

58/47/pc

Hi/Lo/W

62/38/pc

58/33/pc
57/31/pc
56/36/pc
58/35/pc
52/36/pc

57/34/pc
54/37/pc

52/37/r

J*

New Bedford

51/33/r

61/48/pc

? /

«?

55/37/r
49/28/r

Today

Columbia, S.C. 70/54/r

68/52/t
70/40/s
67/37/pc
n /*mEC

65/47/pc

shown is
today's
weather.
Tpmneratnre.
temperatures
a
y
y
hl ghs and
tonight's lows

Worcester
65/44

\u25a0-*

Hi/Lo/W

Denver
i»#/\m

St. Louis

Sunset

7:17 p.m.

7:18p.m.

7:19 p.m.

Moonset
6:09 p.m.

7:21p.m.
833pm

Friday
Hi/LoAV

Hi/Lo/W
75/55/r

66/46/t

64/45/sh
63/43/r

62/44/r

Salt Lake City 70/44/pc

65/45/s

55/36/sh

San Francisco
Santa Fe
Seattle

60/48/sh
73/38/s
54/42/sh

72/36/pc

Syracuse
Tampa
Topeka
Tucson

57/39/sh
80/66/t

54/36/r
76/62/t

64/38/pc
88/60/s

57/50/sh
52/40/r

70/44/s

84/56/s

64/44/pc

71/51/pc

Wichita

75/55/t
64/43/s

62/44/r
68/47/s

Today

Friday

City
Osaka

Hi/LoAV
74/53/sh

Hi/Lo/W
56/40/s

Tulsa
Wash., D.C.

WORLD I*ll lEd
Today

Friday

City

Hi/Lo/W

Hi/Lo/W

City

Hi/LoAV

Acapulco

87/71/s
52/43/sh

87/72/pc

Amsterdam

50°

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Hi/Lo/W

Today

64°
37°
52°
36°
45.2°
44.0°

Fri fa
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Fa River
Fitchburg
Gloucester
Hartford, Conn.
Lowell
Lynn
Montpelier, Vt.
New Bedford
Newport, R.I.
Pittsfield
Providence, R.I.
Springfield
Worcester

frs/AH
OS/4/

City
Albany
Albuquerque
Anchorage

9

H

Concord, N.H.

Brockton

Boston for the weekending Tuesday.

Temperature
Last week's high
Last week's low

c? y
Brockton

Framingham
fi e/4 o

..

REGIONAL CITIES

60/48

62/48

BOSTON

c
fi
Springfield

67/45

Sunny to
partly cloudy

42°
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.

60°

42°

Fitchburg
ouac.
64/45
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Mostly sunny

40°
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Wal.ham
63/44
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Pittsfield
6V42

Gloucester
57/47
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BAMMVJ

60°

STATE WEATHER TODAY
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Lowell
63/47

Partly sunny
and breezy

T^fc.

38°

MLWJ

56°

Athens
Auckland
Baghdad
Bangkok
Barbados
Barcelona
Beijing
Belgrade
Berlin
Brussels

64/50/pc
70/61/pc
81/55/s
91/79/
86/77/s
61/52/

66/47/pc
72/46/pc
59/39/r

55/35/sh

Today

Budapest

70/48/pc

50/41/r

Buenos Aires

73/54/sh

68/56/s

Jerusalem

66/52/s

Cairo

90/63/s

90/60/s

Lisbon

67/58/pc

c

Friday

Hi/LoA¥
City
70/50/ c Istanbul

88/63/s

91/79/

86/77/pc
c 62/42/pc

c

Calgary

52/42/r

Caracas

88/64/s

49/26/pc
87/76/pc

Copenhagen
Dublin

50/41/sh
48/39/r

51/40/sh
43/37/sh

Frankfurt

54/41/r
50/39/r

London

Today

Friday

Hi/Lo/W

Hi/LoA¥

61/45/pc

62/53/s
86/59/s

79/61/s

66/52/pc

Oslo

43/32/r

43/32/

Paris

54/41/sh

48/34/sh
61/38/sh

Prague
Rome

54/41/sh
66/46/sh

48/36/r
54/41/r
63/50/

Madrid

70/50/pc

Manila
Mexico City

91/76/s
75/50/
44/35/r

52/31/ c Montreal
51/38/ c Moscow
Munich
82/65/pc

89/76/pc
c 81/44/pc
52/32/pc

Seoul

Singapore

Stockholm

Geneva
59/42/ c Sydney
50/37/pc
pc
Havana
58/43/
c
48/35/r
Tel Aviv
83/69/
59/37/ c Helsinki
43/37/sh
82/69/s
81/70/t
Tokyo
Nassau
45/34/pc
New Delhi
102/71 /s
98/67/s
Warsaw
Hong Kong
47/32/r
83/74/pc 82/74/pc
Weather (W): s-sunny, pc-partly cloudy, c-cloudy, sh-showers, t-thunderstorms, r-rain, sf-snow flurries, sn-snow, i-ice.
48/45/r

75/48/pc

c

72/55/pc

66/52/pc
54/42/pc
88/79/t

48/39/r
75/64/sh
79/68/s

c

70/44/pc
88/79/t

53/36/pc
77/66/sh
86/61/s

69/56/ c 61/44/s
68/52/sh
64/46/r
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BAR REVIEW

Parrish Café
Michelle Sanders
Heights Senior Staff

By

Guess what friends? It's finally spring.
Opening day has come andgone, the crocuses
are poking up, andbirds are singing. It's been
a long, cold winterand 55 degrees feels pretty
nice. Happy April, everyone. Now that it is
finally warm enough to walk outside without
a jacket and to have a conversation without
seeing each other's breath, it's time to enjoy
those pleasant moments, specifically sipping
cocktails. IfApril showers bring Mayflowers,
then Marchblizzards bringApril martinis.OK,
maybe that doesn'troll off the tongue, but it
will excite the taste buds. Parrish Cafe on
Boylston Street has everything you will need
to ring in spring.
First of all, location, location, location. It's right near
Parrish Cafe
the Public Gardens,
361 Boyleston St.
a street over from
Newbury Street, and
Boston
near a T stop. There
(617)247-4777
are almost limitOpen Sun.
less opportunities
12 p.m.-2 a.m.,
for people watchMon.-Sat.
ing. There is always
11:30 a.m.-2 a.m.
traffic going past its
doors, and with its central location in the city,
the foot traffic varies from young profession-

als, to bums, to college kids, to nannies, to
young motherspushing strollers.
Second of all,Parrish has a largepatio so
your chances of getting one of those coveted
outdoor seats is higher than at some more exclusive outdoor dining locations in the city. If
you don't get one of thecoveted spots outside
on the patio, have no fear, the people watching inside is almost as good because Parrish
attracts a diverse crowdof customers.
So now that you're settled in and enjoying
the views, it's time to try out the menu. The
cafe offers a huge selectionofmartinis, many
of them its ownoriginalrecipes. To celebrate
the change in seasons, try the lemon drop or
key-lime pie martini; they taste like springtime. Snacks are also a crucialpart of a spring
patio picnic. Parrish serves up the perfect afternoon snack. It has made an art form out of
the lighter side of the menu. The sandwiches
at Parrish are way abovestandardbar fare. The
ingredients are surprising and thoughtful and
the end result is a quality sandwich.
It has borrowedrecipes from some ofthe
city's top chefs to come up with new creations
and twists on old favorites. The icing on the
cake is the overall atmosphere of the place,
which is created by the staff. The waitersand
waitresses are universally friendly and incrediblyhip. They are concerned with whethertheir
charges are havinga good time, and willspend
a couple extra minutes chitchatting about the
Red Sox, thefortunate turn in the weather, or
the people passing by. If it takes a few extra
minutes to get a menu or a drink, it's OK, because everyone is having a good time.

HEIGHTS PHOTO / PETE MAZZONE

DRINK UP
with Duncan Scott

The mai tai
HEIGHTS PHOTO / LIZ WINIARSKI

Pho Pasteur, with multiple locations across the Boston area, offers quality authentic Vietnamese cuisine.

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Suburban setting, exotic food
By Liz Winiarski

Heights Staff

It's weird to think that there would be a
chain Vietnamese restaurant in the local mall,
but I guess that's globalizationfor you.
No complaints here, because Pho Pasteur
is very much an authentic and worthwhile dining experience, the only detail being that there
is something slightly unnatural about how the
Atrium forces the restaurants on level one to
provide fences, duPho Pasteur
rabletablesand chairs,

Atrium Mall
Chestnut Hill, Mass

(617) 928-0900

and hanging lights
to make it appear as

though you are dining
"outdoors," while in
actuality, you're staring at the display window
of the neighboring store, Beße.
Ifyou don't enjoy the "view," you'llat least
enjoy the food. Vietnamese food is not unlike
its other East-Asian counterparts- which makes
sense keeping in mind their proximity to one
another - and patrons can find a wide selection
ofnoodleandrice dishes familiarfrom Chinese,
lapanese, and Thai eateries.
One thing that I personally find that the
Vietnamese have mastered is their noodle
soups.
These largebowls ($5.25 - $6.95) are worth
thetime and trouble that they take to actually be
consumed, andthisis one timeI would strongly
advocate picking the beef over the chicken.
On my visit to Pho Pasteur I decided to
stray from the usual, and selected the spring
fresh summer rolls to start ($3.95) followed by
a main dish ofGa Xao Giing (luckily, the menu
has every itemnumbered as to avoidembarrass-

ment over pronunciation), which is a white rice
based chicken dish sauteed with ginger, onions ,
and roasted peanuts ($9.50).
My friend selected the Pho Xao, more commonly known as the peanut-flavored chicken
and stir fried rice noodles, which is Pad Thai
($7.95).
Our serverforgot our Cokes ($1.50 each)until
the end ofthe meal, but we forgave him because
he was undoubtedlystressed out by the four young
(butcultured) children who were diningwith their
mother nextto us. Otherthan that, the service was
tolerable.
The food came out of the kitchen quickly,
and it was then that I realized how the summer
rolls differed from their cousin the spring roll:
They were low-fat because they weren't fried.
As a result, they were theperfect appetizer, light
and tasty.
I was surprised how thin the softened rice
paper was that kept them packaged in their little
roll form -1 could literally see inside. There was
minimal pork and shrimp involved,andsince they
seemed to be made of 75 percent lettuce, they
were pretty tasteless(thank goodnessfor that tasty
peanut sauce).
I was surprised how big the portions are. The
Pad Thai was excellent; there was more than the
required amount of chicken, and allthe vegetables
were fresh.
I was also quite pleased with my chicken
dish, and I liked how it was served on two separate
plates, one for the chicken and one for the rice,
so I could mix them as I wished. The chicken
didn't have any fatty parts and was thoroughly
cooked without being dry. Finally, the saute mix
had just enough ginger in it to be good without
being spicy.

Ingredients:
1 ounce light rum
'/> ounce dark rum
Vi ounce triple sec
'/> ounce orgeat syrup
Sour mix
Orange juice
Grenadine
Cherry
In Tahitian, this drink simply
means "out ofthis world- the best."
In English, it means about $5 or $6.
I'm sure you'veheard ofthe mai tai.
Youmay have even enjoyed one.
But you've probably never
taken the time to makeone yourself.
If this bey is made with the proper
love and nurturing, it will assuredly
be a delight ofyours for many years
to come.
What makes the mai tai so
difficult to enjoy is the scarcity of
a specific ingredient: orgeat syrup.
This syrup is a blend of almond
flavor and orange flavor and gives
much of the taste to the mai tai.
It is commonly sold in the coffee sections of grocery stores or in
cafes, but rarely at liquor stores, so

plan accordingly. Adding rum, triple
sec, sour mix, orange juice, and
grenadine gives the drink a fruity
flavor while still packing a bit of a
disguisedpunch.
Making a mai tai isn't all that
difficult. Simply pour 1 shot (one
ounce) of lightrum, Vi shot of dark
rum, and '/> shot of triple sec over
ice.
Then addthe Vi ounce of orgeat
syrup, justa splash of grenadine,and
fill the rest of the glass up with sour
mix and orange juice. Top with a
cherry and enjoy "the best" for the
rest of the evening. Drink up.

